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ABSTRACT

Njoya, Nadine K. Ph.D., Purdue University, December 2013. Silica Colloidal Crystals as
Emerging Materials for the High-Throughput Sizing of Proteins by Packed Capillary
Electrophoresis. Major Professor: Mary J. Wirth.
Protein heterogeneity is currently one of the leading problems in formulation of
therapeutic proteins. The effectiveness of therapeutic proteins is diminished when they
exhibit heterogeneity due to aggregates and degradation by-products. Furthermore,
guidelines set forth by the FDA require therapeutic proteins to have high stability as well
as high purity. With development time on the order of years and costs incurred in the
millions, pharmaceutical companies are investing more time in finding fast and efficient
ways to screen for protein heterogeneity. Current methods such as native polyacrylamide
gel electrophoresis (PAGE), size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) and capillary
electrophoresis (CE) are time consuming, require large amount of samples, and are not
always easily implementable with instrumentation. Our approach to these issues involves
the use of silica colloidal crystals bearing brush layers of polyacrylamide. Using
established correlations between molecular weight and reduced mobility, selectivity is
compared in silica colloidal crystals and gels. Due to low broadening effects in colloidal
crystals, fast sieving separations of proteins have been observed in capillaries over
distances as short as 6.5 mm in 72 seconds with exceptionally low plate heights. When
adapted to a 96 well plate format, throughput can be increased a 100 fold. Our work

xix
explores the feasibility of high throughput characterization of protein aggregates and
degradation products using a clinical antibody donated by the Eli Lilly Corporation.
Chapter 4 and 5 cover a project related to the investigation of the structural
backbone of asphaltenes, which are a cause of serious concern to the petroleum industry.
They have many undesirable effects such as precipitating in the pipelines and some of
their metal content will foul catalysts used in oil processing. There are several endeavors
dedicated to elucidating their structures. The one our group undertook involved
synthesizing smaller asphaltene compounds that retained some of the key structural
features associated with real asphaltenes. Fragmentation studies of these model
compounds using tandem mass spectrometry revealed an unexpected fragmentation
pattern which is meant to be used in elucidating the structure of real asphaltenes
compounds.
In Chapter 6, work toward the synthesis of the photoaffinity labeled analog of
Callipeltin A is presented. Capilleltin A is a natural product with desirable anti-HIV
activity. Unfortunately, not much is known about its mode of action with its therapeutic
targets. In order to learn more, we decided to replace the hydroxyl group of one of the
non-proteogenic amino acid residues by a highly reactive group such as azide. From past
studies, such a replacement is not expected to affect the bioactivity of Callipeltin A. A βMeOTyr azide analog was synthesized and fully characterized as part of the progress
made.

1

PART ONE

SILICA COLLOIDAL CRYSTALS AS EMERGING MATERIALS FOR THE HIGHTHROUGHPUT SIZING OF MONOCLONAL ANTIBODIES BY PACKED
CAPILLARY ELECTROPHORESIS

2

CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

1.1 Importance of Homogeneity in Protein Drug Formulations
Over the years, the pharmaceutical industry has seen an increasing shift towards
biopharmaceuticals and monoclonal antibody (mAb) drugs. Such rapid growth has been
fueled by advances in biotechnology and an exceptional selectivity towards their intended
therapeutic targets as compared to small molecule drugs (8-10). It therefore comes as no
surprise that the global market for biologic drugs is projected to reach $239 billion by
2015 with therapeutic monoclonal antibodies accounting for 36% of sales (11).
Heterogeneity in monoclonal antibody drug formulations can stem from several
chemical and physical factors imparted during bioengineering, transport and storage
processes. Such factors combined with the intricate structural profile of those bio entities
can lead to degradation events such as photodegradation, disulfide scrambling, oxidation,
dissociation, deamination, precipitation and aggregation. Of those various highly
deleterious processes, aggregation stands out due to the fact that it can occur
spontaneously in the formulated drug and endanger patient safety through a wide range of
immunogenic responses (12). Therefore, in order for these therapeutics to perform at their
optimum efficacy, be devoid of potentially dangerous side effects and meet the FDA drug
specifications, it is imperative that their formulation remain aggregate free (5).
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Protein aggregation is currently the research focus of many biopharmaceutical and
academic laboratories. They are faced with developing high throughput methods for
aggregate detection and quantification. The urgency for such methods is heightened by
the fact that there are several challenges associated with identifying a matrix that
minimizes aggregate formation at various stages of the production pipeline. Such
obstacles arise from the complex physiochemical backbone (primary, secondary, tertiary
or quaternary structure) of biological entities as opposed to small molecules and their
sensitivity to many bioengineering mechanisms and factors such as (5, 12-16):


Freeze and thaw cycles: used during production to ensure proteins retain
their native conformation and biological activity



Shaking/stirring: encountered during drug processing and transport



Purification: needed for the formulation to remain contaminant free



Solution conditions: concentration, pH, ionic strength, temperature



Exposure to air-air, air-liquid, liquid-solid interfaces



Contact with metal containers, chromatography columns, pipes, etc.

Assessing the homogeneity of protein formulations is therefore of the utmost
importance in order to avoid diminished bioactivity and off-target occurrences.

1.2 Current Analytical Techniques for Aggregate Characterization
There are several methods currently used to establish the aggregate profile of
proteins. To stay within the realm of this project, only the main size based separation
techniques will be discussed (Table 1.1).
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Table 1.1 Common Size Based Analytical Techniques for Detection of Protein
Aggregates
Technique
SDSPAGE
(17-20)

SDS-CGE
(21, 22)

SEC (22)

Theory
Polymeric gel is used to
separate analytes by size
in the presence of an
electric field
Size based separation of
analytes in a capillary
filled with a polymeric
sieving material in the
presence of an electric
field.
A porous medium is
used to selectively
exclude analytes from
its pores

Advantages
Cheap
Easy to perform
Compatible with most bioanalytes
High resolution
High sensitivity
Fast separation
No staining required
Coupling capability with
other separation methods
High reproducibility
Good resolution
Non trapping
Coupling capability with
other separation methods

Drawbacks
Very long running times
Low reproducibility
Broadening effects
Staining required
Long running times
Low reproducibility
Broadening effects

Long running times
Low capacity (not amendable
for large scale processes)
Particle size range limitation

1.2.1 Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate - Polyacrylamide Gel
Polyacrylamide gel is the medium of choice for size dependent protein
fractionations by electrophoresis and is made by crosslinking acrylamide with N,N’methylenebisacrylamide (bis-acrylamide). The pore gradient is controlled by the total gel
concentration as well as the amount of cross-linker used (23) . SDS, which is a surfactant,
binds most proteins at a constant ratio (1.4 g of SDS per 1 g of protein). The SDS binding
masks the intrinsic charge of the protein resulting in an even distribution of net negative
charge per unit mass (Figure 1.1 A). In the presence of an electric field, this separation
technique is based entirely on the differential motion of analytes through the gel matrix
i.e. the migration distance is solely relative to the approximate analyte size as shown in
Figure 1.1 B (16, 22)
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Figure 1.1 A.
A SDS mod
de of action and
a B. Migraation illustraation for the size dependdent
separatiion of three proteins thro
ough the porrous networkk of a verticaal slab SDS
po
olyacrylamidde gel.

As caan be observ
ved in Figure 1.1, the poores within the gel mattrix allow foor the
ving mechannism. The low
w molecularr weight anaalytes
seeparation off proteins thrrough a siev
have a higherr migration velocity and
d traverse m
more volumee than their higher moleecular
weights
w
coun
nterparts (24). Once the electrophoreesis is comppleted, the separated prooteins
arre made visiible to the human
h
eye using
u
silver (25, 26), Cooomassie Bllue stains (227) or
flluorescent dy
yes (28, 29)..
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SDS-PAGE is a very well established separation method which has been used for
over half a century to successfully identify thousands of proteins (30). However, there are
several drawbacks associated with this technique. The gel making process is tedious and
time consuming; depending on the complexity of the sample the running times can be
quite long (anywhere from 45 minutes to 3 hours) and even though smaller proteins are
well resolved, the uneven pore distribution of the gel adds to the broadening factors that
plague larger proteins separations (31). This technique is therefore inadequate to separate
antibody monomers from their aggregates.

1.2.2 Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate - Capillary Electrophoresis
Capillary and slab gel electrophoresis have the same working principle: analyte
separation based on mobility differences in a given electric field with the gel serving as a
sieving matrix (Figure 1.2) (21). However, an increased throughput is achieved with
capillary gel electrophoresis due to the use of narrow bore fused silica capillaries. These
capillaries allow for higher voltages resulting in faster, high resolution separations and
reduced band-broadening. Joule heating is minimized by the rapid dissipation of heat in
fused silica capillaries as their walls can be made very thin (32). Most importantly, this
method has the advantages of on-column detection, full automation, precise protein
quantification and molecular weight assessment, which make protein analysis much
simpler (33, 34). However, the preparation of the gel inside the capillaries would often
lead to poor material robustness shortening the lifetime of the column (34). This led to
the use of non-rigid replaceable linear polymers (in situ prepared) as sieving matrices for
the size-based separation of proteins and sequencing of ssDNA and dsDNA (35, 36).
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However,
H
despite strong
g points of this techniqque such as more robuustness and more
polymerizatio
on control, possible po
olymer contaamination aas well as llonger separration
tiimes and distances do not make it ideal foor separatingg larger prroteins and their
ag
ggregates (37).

Figure
F
1.2 Schematic forr capillary ellectrophoressis which shoows chargedd analyte moving
through the sieving matterial under an
a electric fiield produceed when volttage is supplied.
Analyte is detected
d
wheen it passes thhrough a dettection winddow.
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1.2.3 Size Exclusion Chromatography
Size exclusion chromatography (SEC) is a separation method that predominantly
uses silica-based polymeric beads to discriminate between analytes based on their size.
The larger species are excluded from the intrapore of the sieving material and only travel
through the interstitial volume while the smaller proteins can go through the intrapores
and traverse more volume. As a result, the larger proteins have a shorter elution time
compared to the smaller ones as illustrated in Figure 1.3 A. (38). Although SEC shows
high efficiency (22), issues such as protein adsorption are prevalent due the high
dependence of the separation mechanism on strong interactions between analyte and
stationary phase. This may impose a size cut-off for the aggregates that can actually be
detected by SEC (39). Figure 1.3 B. shows the size exclusion chromatogram for an aged
monoclonal antibody with poor resolution between the aggregates. Grimm et al. showed
that a better resolution is achieved if the sample elutes longer and were able to baseline
resolve an IgG monomer from its dimer and higher molecular weight aggregates in about
30 minutes (40). This shows that long separation times are required for the efficient
separation of antibodies and their aggregates.
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Figure
F
1.3 A.
A SEC mech
hanism of acttion and B. S
Size exclusioon chromatoogram of an aged
o
monoclonal
m
antibody (74
4 C, 10 minu
utes) using a Sepax Techhnologies Zeenix SEC-3000, 3
µm,
µ 300 Å, 4.6x250 mm. Mobile phaase: 150 mM
M sodium phoosphate bufffer, pH: 7.0. Flow
rate: 0.4 mL
L/min. Tempperature: 25oC.

Of thee techniquess discussed above, it apppears that capillary geel electrophooresis
sh
hows the mo
ost room forr throughputt improvemeent: if separaation times can be shorttened
reesulting in smaller
s
sepaaration distan
nces, capillaaries can be multiplexedd into arrayss that
would
w
allow for simultan
neous separaations. Howeever, as menntioned abovve, separatioons in
gel are plagued by slow velocities
v
off the proteinn zones whicch require loonger distancces to
ompensate for
f the broaadening effeccts. Therefoore, to circum
mvent thesee drawbackss, one
co
co
ould use a more
m
compaact, homogeeneous mateerial that exhhibits long range orderr as a
reeplacement for
f gel.
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1.3 Gel Electrophoresis: Band Broadening and Resolution
In gel electrophoresis, there are two major causative forces of band broadening
processes: longitudinal diffusion and Joule heating.
Longitudinal diffusion occurs when a protein zone spreads away from its center
along the migration direction (41). This phenomenon is represented by the peak
dispersion, σ2, which proportionally relates the analyte diffusion constant, D, in the
separation medium over a period of time, t.
2

(Equation 1.1)

Diffusion happens during staining and visualization which contributes to
broadening and increased analysis time (42). Equation 1.1 shows that the extent of
protein zone spreading will be reduced if the time during which this phenomenon takes
place is shortened. This can happen one of two ways:
1) In an electrophoresis gel, the degree of cross-linking is not perfectly uniform
on the microscopic scale, and the resultant velocity distribution creates a
broader zone. If the sieving medium is homogenous and has an ordered pore
distribution, the path traversed by the analyte will be even all throughout the
material as well as the migration velocities reducing band broadening (Figure
1.4)
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A.

Homogeneous
Medium, (small σ)
Even velocity distribution

B.

Heterogeneous
Medium, (large σ)
Random velocity distribution

Figure 1.4 Depiction of the differences in motion paths represented by arrows for two
protein zones in A. Homogeneous medium and B. Heterogeneous medium. The differing
red and green paths are caused by micro-heterogeneity in the gel pore network and cause
broadening.

2) Higher voltages will decrease the separation time and consequently the peak
dispersion of the protein as shown in equations 1.2 and 1.3 where L is the
separation distance, V is the voltage, v is the zone velocity and µapp is the
apparent electrophoretic mobility.
(Equation 1.2)
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(Equation 1.3)
However, applying higher voltages will also lead to Joule heating (43). This stems
from Ohm’s law which states that the potential difference, V, in a medium is proportional
to its resistance, R, and current, I, flowing through the material (Equation 1.4) and its
relation to heat generated over time, t (Equation 1.5):
(Equation 1.4)
Heat = VIt

(Equation 1.5)

Therefore, increasing the voltage applied is a trade-off between increasing the
separation speed and minimizing Joule heating. Joule heating lowers temperature
dependent physical factors such as dynamic viscosity, which consequently increases the
analyte’s diffusion constant. As mentioned in section 1.2.2, thin fused silica capillaries
are used to minimize Joule heating by improving the heat dissipation process. However,
how does using smaller i.d.’s capillaries affect the separation resolution?
Resolution, Rs, is proportional to the selectivity, Δv/v, where H is the plate height
and will be discussed in the next section (Equation 1.6). This equation applies to any type
of separation, showing that both zone sharpness, described by the first term, and
selectivity combine to give resolution, and the two effects are multiplicative. The
limitation of capillary gel electrophoresis is that the selectivity is much lower because the
pores are large. The lower selectivity has to be compensated by longer lengths to give the
same resolution. The net effect is an increase by only about a factor of two in overall
speed for capillary gel electrophoresis of proteins (34, 44, 45). Selectivity needs to be
combined with a thin, homogeneous medium for faster resolution.
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(Equation 1. 6)

Low resolution and band broadening effects such as longitudinal diffusion, micro
heterogeneity in the pore network and a need for improved resolution call for the use of a
uniformly sized, compact and highly order material in place of gel.

1.4 Research Goal
The goal of this project is to replace gel inside capillaries with a medium more
suitable for the high throughput separation of larger proteins. The idea is to reduce the
broadening processes in the separation medium of capillary electrophoresis by decreasing
the separation length and consequently increasing the speed of separation.
The principle behind this idea uses the plate height, H, which is the amount of
zone variance, σ2 over the separation distance, L.
(Equation1.7)
Conceptually, the physical separation arising from mobility differences would
occur much earlier if the medium contributes negligible broadening to the protein zones.
This concept is illustrated in Figure 1.5: two zones separate over a tenfold shorter length
when the plate height is tenfold smaller.
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Figure
F
1.5 Siimulated plo
ots of Gaussiian functionss vs. separattion length too illustrate effect
of plate heig
ght, H, on reesolution. A. For a plate height of 100 μm, the twoo Gaussians are
unresolved
u
in
i 1 cm of seeparation len
ngth, but theyy are baselinne resolved iin 10 cm (Im
mage
of
o heterogeneeous PAAm medium is adapted
a
from
m reference ((1). B. For a plate heightt of 1
μm, thee Gaussians are baseline resolved in only 1 cm.

The design
d
of a material with
w
a smalller plate hheight wouldd thus givee two
ad
dvantages fo
or throughpu
ut, one being
g a tenfold shhorter separration time, aassuming thaat the
velocity is no
ot changed by the material, and thhe other beiing a tenfolld more com
mpact
seeparation deevice, which
h would faccilitate the use of miccroplate robotics for saample
dispensing.
p
was carried
c
out in
n three partss:
This project
1) Siilica colloid crystals whiich were useed as a replaccement for ggel in fused silica
caapillaries were thermally
y and chemiccally stabilizzed. A densee polyacrylaamide
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brush layer was grown unto the surface of the non-porous silica beads to
minimize protein absorptivity and enhance biocompatibility with the
bioentities.
2) Thermal aggregation of a therapeutic monoclonal antibody provided by the Eli
Lilly Corporation followed by electrophoretic separation from its dimer based
on previous work published by Birdsall and Wirth (4).
3) Voltage, separation length and diffusion coefficient studies were also
conducted to take further improve the separation efficiency of silica colloidal
crystals.
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CHAPTER 2: THERMAL TREATMENT, PACKING AND CHEMICAL
MODIFICATION OF SILICA COLLOIDAL CRYSTALS FOR CAPILLARY
ELECTROPHORESIS

2.1 Background on Silica Colloidal Crystals
The initial interest in silica colloidal crystals (SCCs) was spurred by their
photonic properties resulting from the periodic change in their refractive index (46-48).
Indeed, colloidal crystals exhibit minimal polydispersity and can self-assemble into
highly ordered 3D arrays of colloidal particles (49). In nature, such highly ordered
structures are known as gem opals and are characterized by fascinating colors due to their
opalescence (Figure 2.1 A.) (50). Colloid crystals photonic properties are currently used
in sensors (51), electro-optic devices (52), energy conversion and storage products (53).
Furthermore, they have been used as patterned supports for microarrays applied to
biomedical processes (54). However, the most relevant application of SCCs to this
project is their use as media for biomolecules separations (55).
Monodisperse SCCs self-assembled layers exhibit a face-centered cubic (FCC)
conformation with a maximum void volume fraction of .26 (Figure 2.1 B.) (56). Our
research group uses this characteristic property to efficiently pack these particles in
stainless steel, fused silica capillary columns and planar channels to effect high resolution
and high-throughput protein separations (3, 4, 57-59). However, before use, some thermal
and chemical treatment is required to make the SCCs compatible with proteins.
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H
order packing of co
olloid crystalls shown in A
A. Naturallyy occurring ggem
Figure 2.1 High
opal exhib
biting brightt colors due to
t Bragg difffraction (2) and B. Scannning electroon
micro
oscope of SC
CCs in a plan
nar channel. (Courtesy of Dr. Robertt Birdsall)
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2.2 Chemicals and Materials
Uniform nonporous silica particles were obtained from Fiber Optic Center, Inc.
(New Bedford, MA). Fused silica capillaries were purchased from Polymicro
Technologies

(Phoenix,

Arizona).

The

trichorosilanes,

(chloromethyl)phenylethyltricholorosilane (BC) and methyltrichlorosilane (C1) were
obtained from Gelest, Inc. (Morrisville, PA). CuCl (99.9%) was purchased from Alfa
Aesar (Ward Hill, MA), CuCl2 was obtained from Acros Organics (Morris Plains, NJ)
and acrylamide, from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Toluene and N,Ndimethylformamide

(DMF) were purchased from Avantor Performance Materials

(Center Valley, PA) and Tris[2-(dimethylamino)ethyl] amine (Me6TREN) was
synthesized according to literature (60).

2.3 Thermal Treatment of the SCCs and Rehydroxylation
Prior to their use, SCCs must be heated at high temperatures. This process which
is known as calcination, shrinks their volume and avoids cracks in their crystalline form
(61). As a result, the particles have a higher density and an increased stability. For this
project, we proceeded by calcining the SCCs three times in a 600 oC in furnace oven.
Each of the calcining steps was followed by suspension of the particles in ethanol and
sonication until all visible aggregates were broken up. The sonication step was followed
by centrifugation, to separate the solvent from the particles which were then allowed to
dry overnight in a 60 oC vacuum oven. After calcination, the particles were annealed at
1050 oC in a furnace oven for three hours. The purpose of the annealing was to decrease
the isolated silanols concentration after rehydroxylation by smoothing the particles
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surface beforehand (62). After cooling down, the particles were suspended in ethanol,
sonicated and passed through 2 µm metallic mesh filters to get rid of any
aggregates/impurities. After centrifugation, the particles were allowed to dry overnight in
a 60 oC vacuum oven. Rehydroxylation involved suspending the annealed particles in a
50/50 mixture of ultrapure water (18 MΩ) and nitric acid (HNO3), followed by sonication
and reflux at 250 oC overnight. After reflux, the particles were distributed into centrifuge
tubes and washed with ultrapure water until the pH of the supernatant was about 6. The
final wash was done with ethanol and the particles were dried in a 60 oC vacuum oven.
Slurries for packing into fused silica capillaries were prepared at varying w/w
concentrations in 1 mL of ultrapure water and sonicated as needed for all particles
conglomerates removal.

2.4 Fused Silica Capillaries Preparation and Pressure Packing
A 75 and 100 µm i.d. fused silica capillary of about 180 cm in length was
conditioned with 0.1 M NaOH, ultrapure water and ethanol successively for 20 minutes
each time using a syringe pump (Harvard apparatus, Holliston, MA). The capillary was
then cut into 12 cm segments which were allowed to dry in a 60 oC vacuum oven for 30
minutes. A 35 % w/w slurry of SCCs in ultrapure water was wicked into the capillaries
which were packed against a frit under 7000 psi delivered by a packing pump (Series
1500 Scientific Systems Inc, State College, PA) with sonication for about 20 minutes.
The capillaries were then allowed to dry under a vacuum desiccator until the plug formed
went from translucent to bright white. An illustration of the fused silica capillary packing
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iss shown in Figure
F
2.2. Itt is importan
nt to note thaat slow deprressurizationn avoids craccks in
th
he packed beed.

Figure
F
2.2 Illlustration of the pressuree packing of a fused silicca capillary ffilled with a SCC
slurrry. The sonication is neeeded for a uuniform and denser packed bed.

2.5 In sittu Chemical Treatment oof the SCCs Packed Bedd
Plasticc syringes filled
f
with a 20:1 (v/vv) of BC annd C1 in ddry toluene were
co
onnected to the packed capillaries and
a the soluution was puushed througgh the silicaa plug
using a syring
ge pump (H
Harvard appaaratus, Hollisston, MA) fiitted with a cursor overnnight.
The
T capillariees were then
n rinsed with
h dry toluenne for 20 minutes using a pressure ppump
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(Series 1500 Scientific Systems Inc, State College, PA) to get rid of the unreacted silanes
and dried for two hours in a 120 oC vacuum oven for the condensation of any unreacted
silanols. The surface stabilization of the SCCs with the trichlorosilanes was followed by
the surface initiated atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) (7, 63, 64) which was
used to grow the acrylamide layer on the SCCs surface to minimize protein adsorption.
Care must be applied because this reaction is highly sensitive to oxygen therefore, the
entire process was carried under inert conditions. A 3 M solution of acrylamide in DMF
was degassed for 30 to 45 minutes and added to 74.25 mg of CuCl and 10.05 mg of
CuCl2 under argon (Ar). After dissolution of the copper salts, 100 µL of Me6TREN was
added and about 2 mL of the reaction mixture was transferred to the capillaries in a
Schlenk flask under Ar. After the solution had wicked into the capillaries and all the
packed beds were wet, the capillaries were transferred to the syringe pump (Harvard
apparatus, Holliston, MA) and more solution was pushed through the silica plugs
overnight. The capillaries were rinsed successively with a 0.1 M solution of EDTA and
ultrapure water for 20 minutes each time using the syringe pump (Series 1500 Scientific
Systems Inc, State College, PA) and dried in a vacuum desiccator overnight. The dried
capillaries were then stored in a 4 oC fridge until electrophoresis. Scheme 2.1 shows the
silane stabilization and polymerization.
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Scheme 2.1
1 Silane mod
dification and
d atom transsfer radical ppolymerization (ATRP) ((7).

Right after presssure packing
g, the packked bed cann be imagedd under a zzoom
microscope
m
(Nikon
(
SMZ
Z1500, Lou
uisville, KY
Y) to observve potential cracks or other
defects as the solvent ev
vaporates. Figure
F
2.3 shhows exampples of unifo
form and craacked
beds. Cracks in the pack
ked bed mo
ostly occur from rapid depressurizzation. Insteaad of
cu
utting off the flow rate after
a
the plug
g is formed, it is advisedd to slowly ddecrease thee flow
of solvent and
d cut off the sonication so
s as to not ddisturb the ppacked bed.
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Figure
F
2.3 Zoom microsccope imagess of A. Dens ely packed pplug with noo obvious craacks.
The
T black po
ortion is dry while the brrown one is w
wet. B (Couurtesy of Dr. Brooke Kosshel)
and C sho
ow cracks an
nd gaps wherre drying haas occurred aand which reesult from fasst
depressurizat
d
ation.

Figuree 2.4 A. sho
ows high ord
der packing that is exhibbited when 250 nm parrticles
arre pressure packed in a 75 i.d. caapillary. Watter inside thhe interstitiaal volume oof the
packed bed changes
c
the Bragg
B
anglee of light ressulting in a bblue hue thaat varies witth the
particle size. 470 nm parrticles also show
s
localizzed regions oof high ordeer when preessure
packed in a 75 i.d capillarry as is show
wn in Figuree 2.4 B. How
wever, the paacking of 7000 and
950 nm in vaarying i.d. caapillaries is a little bit moore random but some loong range ordder is
ob
bserved at th
he capillary walls
w
(Figurre 2.4 C. andd D.)
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Figure 2.4 A. Zoom microscope
m
im
mage of a 75 µm i.d. cappillary packed with 250 nnm
nonporous
n
siilica; the blu
ue color is attributed to thhe Bragg difffraction of w
water whichh fills
the
t free fractional volum
me in the paccked bed. B. SEM imagee of the crosss section of a 75
ked with 470
0 nm SCCs w
which showss localized reegions of higgh
µm i.d. caapillary pack
crystalline
c
orrder (Image 2.4
2 B reprod
duced from rreference (3))) C. SEM im
mage of the ccross
section of a 75 µm i.d. capillary
c
pressure packedd with 700 nnm SCCs. D. SEM image of
the cross section of a 10
00 µm i.d. caapillary pres sure packedd with 950 nm
m SCCs. Larrger
p
pack
king is mostlly random, hhowever som
me long rangge order can bbe
particles pressure
observed at thee wall.
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The high crystalline order exhibited by SCCs pressure-packed in small i.d. fused
silica capillaries is used in this research to model size-based protein separations within
the packed bed. Figure 2.1 B. shows that pores for sieving exist everywhere where
particles meet. Flow versus pressure as well as protein diffusion in packed and open
capillary experiments were carried out in our lab to determine the pore radius formed by
the SCCs and were shown to be suitable for the size-exclusion of proteins. Chapter 3 will
discuss the sieving electrophoresis experiment which is facilitated by the use of small
diameter fused silica capillaries that minimize Joule heating and consequently zone
broadening (65). The sieving medium has a high thermal conductivity and the
polyacrylamide coating on the surface of the SCCs not only decreases the protein
adsorption but also suppresses the EOF by masking the charges at the surface (21).
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CHAPTER 3: HIGH-THROUGHPUT PROTEIN SIZING USING NON POROUS
SILICA COLLOIDAL CRYSTALS BEARING A BRUSH LAYER OF
POLYACRYLAMIDE

3.1 Recent Developments in Electrophoresis of Proteins Using SCCs as the Sieving
Medium
The replacement of gel with a compact material that reduces broadening effects
due to random pore distribution and provides faster Joule dissipation was discussed in
Chapter 1. A material with such characteristics packed in small i.d. fused silica capillaries
could significantly increase the throughput of protein sizing by electrophoresis. Our
group has investigated the ultra-fast separations of peptides and dyes by electrophoresis
using SCCs vertically deposited on a fused silica slide (66). However, the use of silica
colloidal crystals as sieves for biomolecules separation using PDMS microchips was first
described in 2007 by Zeng and Harrison (55). Subsequently, they effected the
fractionation of 2-50 kbp DNA inside crystalline nanoarrays over a few millimeters (67).
Densely packed nanoarrays generated from monodisperse colloidal crystals could be
implemented into automated devices for high-throughput protein sizing. Such devices
would be more efficient if the sieving mechanism of the biomolecules inside the colloidal
self-assembly (CSA) could be modeled as a function of non-fitting parameters. This task
was undertaken by Birdsall and Wirth (4) who derived and experimentally validated a
model based on the Ogston model theory for sieving in colloidal crystal (68, 69). The
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purpose of this work is to model an electrophoretic separation of a monoclonal antibody
and its dimer using data and equations from the literature, and to carry out such a
separation using a silica colloidal crystal for which the particle diameter is selected based
on the modeling. Sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) denaturing is used to impart a charge on
the monoclonal antibodies, which is necessary because these proteins typically have pI
values near neutral pH. Covalent aggregation is ubiquitous for monoclonal antibodies due
to scrambling of disulfide bonds. The technology would be applicable to characterizing
covalent aggregates since SDS breaks up noncovalent aggregates. The plate height will
be measured to assess speed and miniaturization.

3.2 Experimental

3.2.1 Chemicals and Materials
Uniform nonporous silica particles were obtained from Fiber Optic Center, Inc.
(New Bedford, MA). Fused silica capillaries were purchased from Polymicro
Technologies

(Phoenix,

Arizona).

The

trichorosilanes,

(chloromethyl)phenylethyltricholorosilane (BC) and methyltrichlorosilane (C1) were
obtained from Gelest, Inc. (Morrisville, PA). CuCl (99.9%) was purchased from Alfa
Aesar (Ward Hill, MA), CuCl2 was obtained from Acros Organics (Morris Plains, NJ)
and acrylamide, from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Toluene and N,Ndimethylformamide

(DMF) were purchased from Avantor Performance Materials

(Center Valley, PA) and tris[2-(dimethylamino)ethyl] amine (Me6TREN) was
synthesized according to literature (60). 10X Tris-glycine-SDS buffer was purchased
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from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO); ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid, Avantor
Performance

Materials

(Center

Valley,

PA);

sucrose

and

tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane, Mallinckrodt Baker, Inc. (Phillipsburg, NJ); SDS,
Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO); SYLGARD® silicone elastomer curing agent and base,
Dow Corning Corp. (Midland, MI); sodium phosphate monobasic and dibasic, Avantor
Performance Materials (Center Valley, PA). A sample of pharmaceutical-grade
monoclonal antibody, obtained from Eli Lilly (Indianapolis, IN), had gone through drug
development but is no longer an active candidate. The antibody was labeled with
AlexaFluor 546 (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) according to the vendor’s instructions.
Lysozyme from chicken egg white, carbonic anhydrase from bovine erythrocytes,
albumin from chicken egg white, human insulin solution, trypsin inhibitor from glycine
max (soybean) and albumin from bovine serum were obtained from Sigma Aldrich (St.
Louis, MO), Mouse anti IgG Fc antibody (anti-IgG2) was purchased from Fitzgerald
Industries (Acton, MA).

3.2.2 Preparation of the Silica Particles for Electrophoresis
750 and 1000 nm silica particles were calcined, annealed, rehydroxylated,
chemically modified and packed into 75 and 100 i.d. Teflon® coated fused silica
capillaries respectively as described in Chapter 2. After annealing, SEM imaging
revealed the particle diameters to be 700 ± 10 nm and 850 ± 20 nm respectively.
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3.2.3 PDMS Reservoirs Preparation
A 40 g mixture of a 9:1 ratio of SYLGARD® silicone elastomer curing agent and
base was gently stirred, poured onto a Petri dish with a silicon wafer bottom which was
then put in a vacuum dessicator for degassing. Once the mixture was bubble free, the
Petri dish was removed from vacuum and a lab made mold with the reservoir shapes was
strategically set on top of the gel. The polymerization was allowed to occur overnight
undisturbed. The reservoirs where then cut out into the desired shape and used for the
electrophoresis experiment.

3.2.4 Sample Preparation for Electrophoresis
A sample of pharmaceutical-grade monoclonal antibody, obtained from Eli Lilly
(Indianapolis, IN), was labeled with AlexaFluor 546 (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA)
according to the vendor’s instructions. The concentration after labeling was 1mg/mL. For
the electrophoresis experiment, a 50 µL, 0.05 mg/mL aliquot was prepared by diluting
the labeled IgG with a stock loading buffer made with 62 mM Tris (base), 1 mM EDTA,
3% sucrose and 2% SDS at pH 8.00. Aggregation was effected by heating the sample at
74 oC for 10 minutes and confirmed using a commercial SEC column from Sepax
(Newark, DE) with the following characteristics: Zenix SEC-300 (3 µm, 300 Å, 4.6x250
mm). The vendor’s recommended mobile phase, sample concentration and flow rate were
used.
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3.2.5 Capillary Sieving Electrophoresis Apparatus
The set-up for the electrophoresis experiment is shown in Figure 3.1. A fused
silica capillary packed with PAAm coated silica particles was conditioned overnight with
a commercial electrophoresis running buffer made with 25 mM tris, 192 mM glycine and
0.1 % w/v SDS at pH 8.6 from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). The capillary was cut to
about 2 cm and set between PDMS reservoirs filled with the running buffer. The current
required for the analyte migration was provided by platinum electrodes connected to a
voltage supply (10A25A Series, Ultravolt, Ronkonkoma, NY) controlled by the Labview
software. The in-column fluorescence detection was possible using a an inverted Nikon
Eclipse TE2000-U microscope fitted with a 2X objective (CFI Plan Apo 2X from Nikon
Instruments Inc., Melville, NY) and connected to a ProEM 512 CCD camera (Princeton
Instruments, Trenton, NJ). Excitation was provided through a Hg lamp (Nikon
Intensilight C-HGFI, Nikon Instruments Inc., Melville, NY) and emission at the
appropriate wavelength was recorded using filter cubes from Omega Optical
(Brattleboro, VT). During electrophoresis, the data was acquired with the Winview 32
software (Princeton Instruments, Trenton, NJ).
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Figure 3.1 A. Illustration
n of the siev
ving electropphoresis set-uup. B. Actuaal laboratory setup.
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3.3 Results and Discussion

3.3.1 Rationale behind the Pore Size Determination for Antibody Aggregates Detection
Electrophoresis results reported recently by Birdsall and Wirth (4) are analyzed
further here to understand how these materials can be used to study aggregation of
monoclonal antibodies. Figure 3.2 A. shows an electropherogram, where a silica colloidal
crystal made of a particle 483 nm in diameter was used for electrophoresis of lysozyme
(14.7 kDa), trypsin inhibitor (20 kDa), carbonic anhydrase (29 kDa), and bovine serum
albumin (67 kDa). The electropherogram shows narrow zones as the proteins
electromigrate past a fixed detection point, which was only 4 mm from the injection
point. The zones broaden as protein size increases. This is typical behavior for
electrophoresis, where plate height increases with protein radius. The plate heights were
not calculated in the original work, but are essential in the context of the present work,
and thus are calculated here: the plate heights increase in the order 0.33, 1.0, 1.6, and 3.3
μm for the smallest to the largest protein. These are all smaller than the typical plate
height of 10 μm for medium-sized proteins in gels (70). The unusually small plate heights
demonstrate that the silica colloidal crystals are promising for miniaturization. Figure 3.2
B. shows a plot of molecular weight vs. normalized migration rate through the medium.
The shape of the curve is similar to such curves for gel electrophoresis, where the
mobility goes to zero when the molecular weight exceeds the pore size, and the velocity
is no longer dependent on molecular weight when the protein radius becomes negligible
in size compared to the pore radius.
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Figure 3.2 Electrophorresis data forr four proteinns using a silica colloidaal crystal as tthe
medium. Pro
oteins A–D are
a lysozym
me, trypsin innhibitor, carbbonic anhydrrase, and bovvine
serum albumin, respecctively. A. Electrophero
E
gram of the proteins, wiith data poinnts
(circles), and
d a fit to fourr Gaussians (line).
(
B. Ploot of electropphoresis data using Equaation
3.1. Pore radius is indicated by ξ. Both panels aare adapted ffrom Birdsalll and Wirth (4).

olid curve iss a plot of th
he predicted m
migration raate using Equuation 3.1, w
which
The so
was
w
derived
d from firsst principlees (4), andd each parrameter waas independdently
ch
haracterized
d (no fitting parameters
p
required).
(Equationn 3.1)

m
μ, in
i the mediu
um is normaalized to the mobility in free solutionn, μ0,
The mobility,
which
w
was measured
m
by open
o
capillarry (free soluution) electroophoresis. Thhe pore radiius, ξ,
an
nd porosity, ε, were in
ndependentlly determineed from floow rate meeasurements. The
prrotein radiuss is presenteed by R. Sincce velocity iis proportionnal to mobiliity, then Δμ//<μ>,
iss equivalent to the ratio
o Δv/<v> ussed in Equaation 1.6 forr expressingg selectivity. The
im
mportant outtcome is thaat we can usee Equation 33.1 to predicct the selectivvity, Δμ/<μ>
>, for
otther proteins, i.e., mono
oclonal antib
bodies and aaggregates, and other pore radii thaat are
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more
m
optimaal for the larger proteiins. For coomparison oof selectivityy with gelss, the
th
heoretical trreatment by
y Kopecka et al. (71) provides aan equation to describee gel
ellectrophoressis.

(Equationn 3.2)

In thiss equation, r is the radiu
us of the gel fibers, e.g.., the polyaccrylamide chhains,
an
nd the otherr terms havee the same meanings
m
ass for Equatiion 3.1. To demonstratee that
Equation
E
3.2 is valid, data from the liiterature are used. Figurre 3.3 shows a separationn of a
monoclonal
m
antibody
a
and
d its aggregaates and fraggments by ggel electrophhoresis, publlished
by
y Mahler et al (5).

Figure 3.3 Gel electrop
pherogram of a monoclonnal antibodyy initially (laane 4) and affter
storage (lan
nes 5–9). Th
he size stand
dards are shoown in lane 22. The figuree is reproducced
frrom referencce (5).
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The image illustrates the benefit of gel electrophoresis: a wide range of molecular
weights is separated, and many lanes can be run simultaneously. The first lane, which has
the size standards, allows one to identify the antibody, which is the most intense band in
the subsequent lanes. In the subsequent lanes, the aggregates of the antibody are visible at
higher molecular weight, and fragments are visible at lower molecular weights. The data
for the size standards are analyzed here by Equation 3.2, and the results are plotted in
Figure 3.4 A. The data in red are for the gel, and the curve is from Equation 3.2, with r
and ξ adjusted for best fit.
Figure 3.4 A. also uses Equation 3.1 for colloidal crystals to make a comparison
of selectivity, which is the blue curve. The circles show the theoretical positions of the
same size standards for comparison. The mobility was divided by porosity to make the xaxes coincide. The graph reveals that the selectivity is similar for the gel and the colloidal
crystal, with selectivity being somewhat higher for the gel.
The two equations allow a theoretical comparison between a gel and a colloidal
crystal when each have a pore size better suited for resolving a monoclonal antibody from
its dimer with higher velocity. The resulting plot is in Figure 3.4 B. where the pore sizes
were adjusted to give the same velocity for the dimer. The comparison shows that the gel
has a 10% higher selectivity. This is a small difference, but it seems surprising that the
disordered gel would give higher selectivity. The underlying reason is that the pore size
distribution enables the gel to separate a wider range of proteins, which translates to a
smaller slope in log(MW) vs. mobility. The analysis shows that the colloidal crystal is a
reasonable substitution for the gel from the standpoint of selectivity.
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Figure 3.4. Comparrison of selectivity for geels and collooidal crystalss in protein
electrophores
e
sis. A. Data points (red circles)
c
for th
the size standdards of the gel in Figure 3.3
and fit to
o Equation 3.2 (red line).. Plot of Equuation 3.1 (bblue line, bluue circles). B
B.
Theoretiical plots forr gel (red line) and colloiidal crystal ((blue line) foor pore sizess
optimizeed for resolv
ving an antibody from itss dimer. In bboth panels, tthe antibodyy
molecular weight
w
(MW
W) (150 kDa)) and its dim
mer MW (3000 kDa) are inndicated by tthe
dotted linees.
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Since the goal is high throughput, the velocities must also be considered. In
Figure 3.4, the plots were made with respect to “relative mobility, “which is the
normalized mobility divided by the porosity. The porosity is not known for the gel, but it
is likely close to unity since the polyacrylamide fibers probably take up much less of a
negligible volume fraction of the gel. In fact, the best fit of the data for the size standards
gave a fiber radius of zero. For the colloidal crystal, the porosity is 0.2, and the porosity
is inherently low because the silica particles take up most of the volume. What this means
in practice is that the absolute velocity in the colloidal crystal will be about fivefold lower
than that of a gel. The colloidal crystal thus has two problems to overcome: somewhat
smaller selectivity and a much lower velocity. These limitations can potentially be
overcome by a much smaller plate height.
In choosing the particle diameter for the colloidal crystal, one must consider the
trade-off between speed and selectivity. To elaborate, Equation 3.1 shows that selectivity
is enhanced by having the pore size closer to the protein size, but the equation also shows
that the electrophoretic mobility is slowed as the pore size approaches the protein size.
Equation 3.1 can be used to examine the trade-off between speed and selectivity to select
an optimal pore size. A plot of both selectivity and speed with respect to pore size was
made by use of Equation 3 and is given in Figure 3.5 A. The plot reveals that selectivity
drops sublinearly whereas speed goes up nearly linearly until the pore radius exceeds 30
nm. These considerations would suggest a pore radius of 30 nm to be a good
compromise.
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Figure
F
3.5 A.
A function off pore radiuss to show thee trade-off. B
B. Plot of plaate height vss. the
square
s
of thee broadening
g function off Equation 3..3 for a poree radius of 277 nm. The linne is
least-sq
quare fits of ddata points.

Zone broadening is also a consideration
c
n in selectinng pore sizee since the plate
height increasses strongly with protein
n size for a given pore ssize. Such bbehavior indiicates
hat there is a pore size distribution.. One can m
model the deependence oof plate heigght on
th
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protein radius by introducing a stochastic variable, ξ’, to account for random changes in
pore radius, and relating this to changes in μ. Adding ξ’ to ξ in Equation 3 and then
differentiating mobility with respect to ξ’ gives a simple relation when ξ>>R>>ξ’.
/

(Equation 3.3)

Since this variation in mobility with pore size would be proportional to zone
width, then its square would be proportional to plate height. If the pore size distribution is
the origin of the broadening, and the pore size variations are small, then plate height
should be proportional to R2. Such a plot is given in Figure 3.5 B., where the least
squares fit shows good agreement, and the intercept is zero. Extrapolating to higher
molecular weights gives calculated plate heights of 9, 20, and 32 μm for monomer,
dimer, and trimer of a monoclonal antibody. For detecting aggregation of antibodies,
larger pores are needed as is shown in Figure 3.6. For a protein of a given radius R, the
electrophoretic mobility through pores of varying radii ξ or ξ’ is high if R << ξ < ξ’.
However, as R approaches ξ or ξ’, the mobility is considerably slowed down. This led us
to choose 1,000 nm as the particle diameter, which is twice that of the 500 nm particles
that gave the pore radius of 27 nm. However, one cannot assume the new pore radius is
also twice as large because the polymer chains grow longer in larger pores.
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Figure 3.6 Illustration
I
of
o the mobiliity dependennce of an anaalyte on the ppore size off the
sieving med
dium A. For a protein off low hydrody
dynamic radiuus. B. For a protein of laarge
drodynamic radius.
hyd

ggregation off the mAb annd Confirmaation by SEC
C
3.3.2 Ag
Aggreegation was effected by
y heating thhe sample att 74 oC for 10 minutess and
co
onfirmed usiing a commeercial SEC column
c
from
m Sepax (New
wark, DE) w
with the folloowing
ch
haracteristics: Zenix SEC-300 (3 µm
m, 300 Å, 4.66x250 mm).. The vendorr’s recommeended
mobile
m
phasee, sample concentration and flow raate were used (Figure 3..7). Confirm
mation
of aggregation was done using a calib
bration curvve as shown in Figure 3.8. Retentionn time
or the therap
peutic mAb and
a its dimerr were matchhed to thosee of mouse aanti IgG Fc w
which
fo
had a confirm
med dimer.
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usion chrom
matograph off A. Alexafluuor 546 labeled mAb. B..
Figure 3.7 Size exclu
Alexafluo
or 546 labeleed aggregatedd mAb (74.55 oC, 10 minn).
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Figure
F
3.8 Caalibration cu
urve for the Zenix
Z
SEC-3300 (3 µm, 3300 Å, 4.6x2250 mm) column.

3.3.3 Capiillary Sieving
g Electrophooresis of Agggregated mA
Ab
Figuree 3.9 A. sho
ows an image from the sseparation off a monocloonal antibodyy and
itts dimer. The brighter monomer
m
peaak is separatted from thee dimer peakk over a lenggth of
on
nly 6.5 mm
m and in a tim
me of only 72 s. Basedd on Gaussiaan fits of thhe two zoness, the
caalculated plaate heights are
a 0.15 and
d 0.42 μm foor the monomer and dim
mer, respectiively.
These
T
extrem
mely low plaate heights are
a extraorddinary for m
monoclonal aantibodies inn any
ty
ype of separaation. Widerr pore gels have
h
been ussed to separaate monomerrs from dimeers of
monoclonal
m
antibodies,
a
but
b the broad
dening is sevvere (72). F
Figure 3.9 B. shows a pllot of
th
he packed capillary
c
eleectrophoresiss data of F
Figure 3.9 A
A., where a fixed deteection
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position of 0.65 cm was used and the intensity was monitored vs. time to generate an
electropherogram. Figure 3.7 B. shows a chromatogram from size-exclusion
chromatography for the same sample. The resolution is similar, slightly higher for
electrophoresis, but the time scale for electrophoresis is fivefold shorter. Both separations
show primarily the monomer and dimer peaks. There is evidence for a large aggregate in
the electrophoresis data. Both show evidence of species with smaller molecular weight,
but more precisely controlled samples will need to be studied as well as a variety of
particle sizes, to learn what additional information is obtainable. The fivefold higher
speed in separating monomer from dimer, combined with the present commercial
capability of running 24 capillaries simultaneously in electrophoresis, promises higher
throughput for assessing aggregation of monoclonal antibodies in the optimization of
formulations.

3.3.4 Particle Size, Migration Distance and Voltage Effects on Separation Resolution
Extremely small plates were obtained when 1000 nm particles were used for the
sieving of the mAb monomer and dimer. These exciting results led us to investigate
improvement in resolution using 750 nm particles. The mAb monomer was separated
from its dimer in about 4 minutes, 2.3 cm away from the capillary front as shown in
Figure 3.10 A. From the Gaussian fits of the two protein zones, extraordinary plate
heights of 0.09 and 0.3 µm were achieved for the monomer and dimer respectively
(Figure 3.10 B.).
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Figure 3.9
9 Separation
n of monoclo
onal antibodyy monomer aand dimer. A
A. False-coloor
fluorescence
f
e image of an
ntibody follo
owed by its ddimer as theyy electromiggrate in SDS
S and
buffer thro
ough a 100-μ
μm-i.d. capilllary packedd with silica ccolloidal cryystal and reacch
separration length
h of 6.5 mm in 72 s. B. ccorrespondinng electropheerogram.
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Figure 3.10 Separation
n of monoclo
onal antiboddy monomer and dimer. A
A. False-collor
fluorescence
f
e image of an
ntibody follo
owed by its ddimer as theyy electromiggrate in SDS
S and
buffer through a 75-μ
μm-i.d. capilllary packed w
with silica ccolloidal crysstal and reacch
separation
s
leength of 2.3 cm in about 4 minutes. Correspondding electropherogram w
where
data points are presented as dots and
d the lines reepresent the Gaussian fitts of the prottein
zones.
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A deccrease in plaate height with
w increasinng separatioon distance is expected from
Equation
E
1.7. However, higher volttages decreaase the peakk variance. Therefore, iif the
seeparation disstance is kep
pt constant, it is expecteed that increeasing the voltage will llower
th
he plate heig
ght. Figure 3.11 showss mAb separration of moonomer and dimer usingg 750
nm
m SCCs paccked in a 75--id fused silica capillary at the same detection pooint.

Figure 3.11 Voltage efffects on the separation oof monoclonnal antibody monomer annd
dim
mer at a consstant detectioon point of 11.7 cm.
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As shown in Figure 3.11, 50, 75 and 100 V are the voltages that provide the best
separation at the fixed distance of 1.7 cm for this particle size as resolution is lost at
higher voltages. Figure 3.12 A. shows that as voltage/ cm increases, the electrophoretic
mobilities of monomer and dimer become equal while Figure 3.12 B. shows loss of
resolution as the separation time decreases with increasing electric field. These
perplexing results are under active investigation in our research group and avenues such
as:


Instability of the mAb dimer which is exacerbated at higher voltage



The fact that the polymer layer does not act like a hard boundary under
higher voltage



A uniformly thick polymer layer is not formed during ATRP or a
combination of both along the plug



Dimer reputation at higher voltages

are considered as possible causative factors for this phenomenon.
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Figure 3.12 A. Plot of th
he electric field (E) versuus electrophhoretic mobillity. B. Plot oof E
verssus separatioon time.
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3.3.5 Preliminary Results Using AGET ATRP
The current method for the in situ surface-initiated polymerization of SCCs is
cumbersome. This is caused by the stringent O2 free requirement for a successful
reaction; which can only be met through a thorough degassing of DMF and several argon/
vacuum cycles.
Our group is currently investigating an alternative polymerization known as
AGET ATRP. This method is not affected by O2 because unlike ATRP, CuCl is omitted.
Instead a reducing agent converts CuCl2 to CuCl. Using this technique, 500 nm SCCs are
coated with a brush layer of acrylamide and packed in 100-id fused silica capillaries as
described in Section 2.4. Preliminary separations for Alexafluor 488- labeled albumin
from bovine serum and carbonic anhydrase are shown in Figure 3.13. Further
investigation is ongoing in our laboratory.
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Figure 3.13 Electropheerograms off Alexafluor 4488 labeled A. Bovine aalbumin seruum
(BSA), B.
B Carbonic anhydrase
a
(C
CA) and C. a mixture of both using 5500 nm SCC
Cs
bearing a brush layer of PAAm paacked in 1000-id fused sillica capillariies. Operatinng
volttage and sepaaration lengtth (L) are indicated.
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3.4 Concluding Remarks
Silica colloidal crystals are an emerging material for the fast and efficient
separations of monoclonal antibodies and aggregates. The uniformity of the material
allows a much smaller footprint, a higher speed and less zonal broadening contributions
as compared to polyacrylamide gel. With the tiny separation lengths of less than 1 cm,
the media could be patterned for direct compatibility with the robotics of 96-well plates
for high throughput. The results presented here use SDS-denatured protein, which
assesses covalent aggregates, which are arguably more deleterious than noncovalent
aggregates. Further studies are needed to address native electrophoresis for assessing
noncovalent aggregates. The silica colloidal crystal makes it easy to control pore size for
sieving large proteins with minimal broadening. Larger particles could be used, in
principle, to assess even larger aggregates. The remaining issues for reduction to practice
are the design of such devices and label-free detection. Protein ladder separation will
require an optimized pore size and PAAm length for the high resolution separation of a
wide range of proteins. AGET ATRP not only simplifies the polymerization process but
preliminary data using SCCs modified by this method are very encouraging.
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PART TWO

SYNTHESIS AND FRAGMENTATION STUDIES OF ASPHALTENE MODEL
COMPOUNDS CAUSED BY COLLISION-ACTIVATED DISSOCIATION USING A
LINEAR QUADRUPOLE ION TRAP
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CHAPTER 4: BACKGROUND ON ASPHALTENES, MODEL COMPOUNDS
SYNTHESIS AND INSTRUMENTATION

4.1 Asphaltenes Overview
Asphaltenes, complex mixtures of organic compounds, make up the for heaviest,
most polar and highest boiling point fraction of crude oil. The steady exhaustion of
lighter crude reserves as well as the ever climbing cost of oil is shifting the focus of the
refining industry towards renewable energy sources and utilization of the heavier
fractions of petroleum which contain a higher percentage of asphaltenes (up to 20 %)
(73). However, asphaltenes are known to aggregate and precipitate in oil pipelines
making crude oil processing problematic (74). A better understanding of asphaltenes is
necessary to efficiently process heavier crude residuals (75). Prior research suggests
asphaltenes are made up of large polycyclic and aliphatic hydrocarbon networks (40 %
aromatic carbons) with a carbon to hydrogen ratio of 1:1.2, and are rich in heteroatoms
such as nitrogen, oxygen, sulfur, porphyrins as well as metals such as vanadium and
nickel (73, 74, 76-86). Two tentative motifs are currently used to describe the structural
configuration of asphaltenes: the island and archipelago models; the island or continental
type has one aromatic core with alkyl chains branching out and is believed to be the most
predominant model. The archipelago model consists of several fused aromatic and
partially saturated ring systems connected by alkyl chains stemming from the main core
(87-94). Significant efforts have been made to synthesize compounds that mimic the
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structural and physicochemical properties of actual asphaltenes but these models fail to
encompass all known characteristics of asphaltene (95-97). Recent work compared mass
spectrometric fragmentation patterns of asphaltenes with island and archipelago-type
asphaltene model compounds by laser-induced acoustic desorption (LIAD) and electron
or chemical ionization (EI/ CI) (75, 98) as well as atmospheric pressure chemical
ionization (APCI) (98). Results favor the island model although it is likely that the
samples studied are composed of several isomeric and isobaric molecules (91, 98).
Herein, we present smaller island and archipelago model compounds. These compounds
are representative of the simpler yet similar aromatic and heteroaromatic cores present in
asphaltenes.

APCI was performed in a linear quadrupole ion trap (LQIT) mass

spectrometer using carbon disulfide (CS2) as the preferred solvent and ionization reagent
because of the asphaltenes’ higher solubility (98) and extensive fragmentation in CS2.
This process resulted in the generation of molecular ions (M+●) which were isolated and
fragmented by collisionally activated dissociation (CAD). The goal of this study is to
uncover some of the structural features present in asphaltenes by analyzing the
fragmentation pattern of simpler aromatic/heteroaromatic compounds.
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4.2 Synthesis of the Asphaltene Model Compounds
All reagents used in this work were of commercial grade and used without further
purification.

4.2.1 Synthesis of the Alkyl and Phenyl-Substituted Naphthalenes
Compounds 1-3 were synthesized using a protocol available in the literature (99).
Scheme 4.1 shows the route employed.

Scheme 4.1 Synthesis of the alkyl and phenyl-substituted naphthalenes.
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4.2.2 Synthesis of the Alkyl and Phenyl-Substituted Isoquinolines
The protocols describing the synthesis of compounds 4-9 are published elsewhere
(100-102). Scheme 4.2 shows the routes employed to synthesize those compounds and
Table 4.1 presents the corresponding yields.

Scheme 4.2 Synthesis of the alkyl and phenyl-substituted isoquinolines. For compounds
5-9, a palladium-catalyzed annulation of internal alkynes with an imine intermediate is
used to obtain the isoquinolines.
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Table 4.1 Yields Ob
btained Afterr Isoquinolinne Synthesess

The rationale
r
behind the sy
ynthesis of the compouunds above was to annalyze
maller and less compllex model asphaltene
a
ppolycyclic aaromatic coores.
sm

To oobtain

in
nformation relevant
r
to reeal asphalten
nes, these annalytes weree ionized by APCI, leadiing to
sttable molecu
ular ions wh
hich were su
ubjected to C
CAD using a linear quaadrupole ionn trap
(L
LQIT) mass spectrometeer.
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4.3 Linear Quadrupole Ion Trap (LQIT) Mass Spectrometry
The resolution in ion trap mass spectrometers is achieved by the stability
of the trajectory of ions in a fluctuating electric field. The main advantage of using a
linear quadrupole ion trap mass spectrometer is the increased ion storage capability of the
linear trap compared to the three-dimensional quadrupole ion trap (QIT). This leads to
reduced space charge contributions that would otherwise cause low mass resolution
(103). The highly improved confinement capacity of such instruments coupled with mass
selection events known as tandem mass spectrometry allow for a better understanding of
gas-phase ion chemistry (104). There are several methods that can be used to induce
ionization. However, APCI is the only method that would be discussed as it was the
method of ionization chosen to carry out this project.

4.3.1 Atmospheric Pressure Chemical Ionization (APCI)
APCI is a soft ionization technique which means that at least some of the analyte
is converted into ions with retain their initial structural profile (105). APCI is very similar
to chemical ionization (CI) however, it occurs at atmospheric pressure instead of vacuum.
The working principle of APCI is shown in Figure 4.1. The solvated analyte is introduced
into the ion probe, through a heated ion transfer tube (150-225 oC) at a flow rate that is
kept between 200 µL/min and 2.0 mL/min for a stable spray. The tube is surrounded by a
nebulizer co-axial gas known as auxiliary gas (usually nitrogen). When needed, a
secondary outer gas known as the sheath gas (usually nitrogen) is also applied. The heat
of the transfer tube and the gases will nebulize the sample into a fine mist of droplets.
Once introduced into the vaporizer, the droplets in the mist are flash vaporized at
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teemperatures usually high
her than 400
0 oC. When exposed to the Coronaa needle, nitrrogen
molecules
m
aree ionized wh
hich proceed
d to ionize thhe solvent m
molecules. T
Those will coollide
with
w the analy
yte moleculees for their ionization
i
(1106). This pprocess is deetailed in Schheme
4.3.

Figure 4.1 APCI illlustration.
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Corona Discharge Ionization: Ionization of nitrogen to primarily yield

Solvent Molecule Ionization: Formation of solvent molecules
through a series of collisions with nitrogen gas ions

Analyte Molecule Ionization: Analyte is ionized from collisions with solvent

Scheme 4.3 Ionization process in APCI where CS2 is used as solvent.

As a general characteristic, APCI is a better ionization method for low polar and
low molecular weight analytes.

4.3.2 LQIT Instrumentation
A Finnigan LTQ linear quadrupole ion trap mass spectrometer (Figure 4.2),
equipped with an atmospheric pressure ionization (API) source, was used to complete
APCI mass spectrometry experiments. Working solutions, made by dissolving the
asphaltene model compounds in CS2 at concentrations of ~20 µg/mL, were infused into
the ion source via the incorporated syringe line of the instrument using a 500 µL
Hamilton syringe. Standard APCI parameters were set: vaporizer temperature; 300 oC,
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sh
heath gas (N
N2) flow, 40
0 (arbitrary units);
u
auxilliary gas (N
N2) flow, 10 (arbitrary uunits);
sw
weep gas (N
N2) flow, 5 (arbitrary
(
un
nits); discharrge current, 5 µA; capillary temperaature,
250 oC, and capillary
c
volltage, 12 V. The ion opttics voltagess were adjustted as needeed for
an
n enhanced analyte sign
nal. The molecular
m
ionns were isolated using a 2 Da (±11 Da)
issolation win
ndow and su
ubjected to CAD at diffferent energgies (collisioon energies used
were
w
set at 20
2 to 45. The
T values are
a fractionss of the norrmalized colllision energgy as
prredetermined by the LTQ
Q software)..

2 Illustration
n of the Therrmo Finnigann LQIT mass spectrometer with som
me
Figure 4.2
representative operating
g conditions.. (Figure adaapted from thhe Finnigan LTQ Hardw
ware
Manual
M
9700
055-97013 Revision
R
B, Chapter
C
2, Paage 14 and T
ThermoFisheer Scientific LTQ
Operation
O
Co
ourses from the
t Thermo Scientific Trraining Instiitute).
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Ions generated
g
in the API sou
urce are pullled into the heated capillary and traavel a
seeries of ion optics to reaach the masss analyzer w
where the ionns of interestt are isolatedd and
ex
xcited by co
ollisions witth helium (H
He). This pprocess know
wn as collissionally activvated
dissociation (CAD)
(
imparrts energy to
o the ions whhich leads too their fragm
mentation.
The quadrupole
q
system
s
conssists of fourr rods whichh are arrangged in a paarallel
faashion at equal distancee of each oth
her as shownn in Figure 4.3. The rods are dividded in
th
hree sectionss with the frront and bacck sections bbeing 12 mm
m in length while the ccenter
on
ne is 37 mm
m. The centeer section allso has 2 exxit slots in thhe X-Z planne (0.25mm x 30
mm)
m through
h which the ions are ejeected for dettection. Ionss are trappedd by applyinng dc
voltages axiallly (along th
he Z-axis) an
nd RF voltagges radially.

Figure
F
4.3 Illu
ustration of the linear qu
uadrupole ioon trap. Figurre reproduceed from referrence
(6).
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Ion isolation waveform voltage, resonance excitation RF voltage, and resonance
ejection RF voltages are used to disrupt the stable trajectory of ions inside the trap. They
are applied to the exit rods to eject trapped ions and orient them towards the ion detection
systems.
The ejected ions converge towards the conversion dynode. Upon striking the
dynode, secondary particles are generated. These particles are accelerated into the
electron multiplier where more electrons are generated thereby amplifying the
corresponding ion signal-to-noise ratio.
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CHAPTER 5: STUDY OF COLLISION-ACTIVATED DISSOCIATION OF IONIZED
ASPHALTENES’ MODEL COMPOUNDS USING A LINEAR QUADRUPOLE ION
TRAP MASS SPECTROMETER

5.1 Naphthalene-Based Model Compounds
The fragmentation of the two regiomeric asphaltene model compounds was
similar although in both cases CAD of the molecular ion favored loss of even-electron
neutral molecules (alkenes, Figure 5.1). This was initially considered a surprising
departure from the conventional fragmentation pathway of alkyl-substituted aromatics
which is known to go through a cleavage at the benzylic position resulting in even electron (odd mass) fragments. However, benzene rings substituted by larger alkyl groups
(number of carbon atoms ≥ 3) can undergo a γ-H● shift similar to the “true” McLafferty
rearrangement. Such a rearrangement is most likely driven by a highly favored 6membered transition state that results in a molecular ion that can be stabilized by loss of
H● (107). This occurrence in the case of phenylalkanes can be extrapolated to alkyl
substituted naphthalenes and provides a plausible explanation for the observed
fragmentation pattern. A proposed mechanism for this McLafferty rearrangement is
shown in scheme 1 for 3-butyl-1-propylnaphthalene (1) (107).
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Figure 5.1
1 CAD (colliision energy
y of 20) masss spectra of iisolated mollecular ions oof
regiomeric model comp
pounds (APC
CI, CS2) A. 1-butyl-3-prropylnaphthaalene and B.. 3butyl--1-propylnapphthalene.
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This mechanism assumes that position 2 on the naphthalene ring is more sterically
hindered than position 4 by the free degrees of rotation of the propyl group resulting in
the γ-H being mainly transferred to position 4 after ionization.
In addition to the McLafferty rearrangement, 1-butyl-3-propylnaphthalene (2)
undergoes the expected benzylic cleavage to yield an even electron/odd mass fragment as
the primary product (Figure 5.1.B). Unlike its isomer, 1-butyl-3-propylnaphthalene (2)
has a single receiving site for the γ-H transfer which happens be sterically encumbered
(position 2) hence possibly favoring the benzylic cleavage over the McLafferty
rearrangement.
MS3 experiments for both isomers result in further alkyl chain fragmentation with
both even and odd electron fragments being formed (Table A.1).
The CAD spectrum for the molecular ion of a more complex model compound, 3butyl-2-ethyl-1-phenylnaphthalene (3) is shown in Figure 5.2. As previously observed,
the McLafferty rearrangement appears to be the major fragmentation pathway in this case
as the only receiving site for the γ-H transfer is sterically unencumbered. This results in
an odd electron fragment that undergoes α-cleavage (Scheme 2). The small fragments at
m/z 183 and 245 (Figures 5.1A and 5.2) result from the benzylic cleavage at the butyl
chain of the respective molecular ions. These observations may be an indication that the
McLafferty rearrangement is the fragmentation pathway of choice for larger alkyl (≥ 3
carbon long) - substituted naphthalenes.
The fragmentation study of isolated protonated molecules of a Maya asphaltene
sample (APCI, toluene) carried out by Borton et al., showed molecules which fragment
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by loss of their alkyl chains (methylene units) in an exponential decay pattern. As a
possible explanation for a dominant methyl loss, they inferred the presence of several
ethyl groups or some branching at the α-carbon (97). The model compounds we
synthesized are intended to represent smaller aromatic cores with pending alkyl chains of
different lengths. A common observation to both studies is that the main fragmentation
pathway occurs by loss of alkyl chains, however the molecular ions generated by our
naphthalene model compounds are not as robust as the protonated molecules upon CAD
at comparable collision energies. Also, as mentioned, the molecular ions mainly fragment
by loss of the largest alkene molecule (Scheme 5.1) rather than a major methyl group
followed by successive methylene units. This could possibly indicate a change in
fragmentation mechanism of the alkyl chains as a function of the aromatic core size
(number of aromatic rings) and varying lengths of the pending chains which is currently
under investigation in our group.
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Figure 5.2 CAD (collission energy of
o 20) mass spectra of issolated moleecular ion off 3butyl-2-ethyl-1-p
phenylnaphtthalene (APC
CI, CS2).
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5.2 Isoquinoline-Based Model Compounds
Nitrogen containing aromatics are well established components of asphaltenes.
We synthesized alkyl- and phenyl- substituted isoquinolines to encompass structural
features of hetero-asphaltenes. Those were subjected to APCI/CAD events and a different
fragmentation behavior was observed when compared to their naphthalene counterparts.
The simplest azanaphthalene compound studied was 1-phenylisoquinoline (4)
which mainly fragmented by hydrogen radical loss (Figure 5.3.A, scheme 5.3).
Surprisingly, higher collision energies resulted in the loss of benzyne (m/z 142) followed
by water addition (m/z 160) (Figure 5.3B, scheme 5.3B). This addition may be favorable
to restore the aromaticity of the ring and could be used as a benzylic cleavage indicator in
structural elucidation of asphaltenes.
Analyzing the MS2 spectrum of 3,4-diphenylisoquinoline (5). The main
fragmentation occured by H● loss yielding an even electron fragment (m/z 280) which in
turn lost hydrogen cyanide and benzene (Figure 5.4). This fragmentation pattern could be
used as a structural elucidation tool for asphaltene compounds which behave similarly
upon CAD.
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Figure 5.3 CAD (collission energy of
o 25) mass spectra of issolated moleecular ion off 1benzyliso
oquinoline ((APCI, CS2).
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Scheme 5.3 A. Proposed mechanism for the formation of the isoquinolium fragment (m/z
218) by hydrogen radical loss from the molecular ion of 1-benzylisoquinoline (4). B.
Proposed mechanism for the formation of fragments of m/z 142 and 160.

The MS/MS spectra of alkyl-substituted isoquinolines such as 4-methyl-3phenylisoquinoline (6) and 4-ethyl-3-phenylisoquinoline (7) showed base peaks formed
by H● loss from the molecular ion (Figures 5.4 and 5.5). Hydrogen cyanide was expulsed
from the [M–H] + ion (m/z 218, Figure 5.4) while benzylic cleavage resulted in methyl
radical loss from the base peak (m/z 233, Figure 5.5).
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Figure 5.4 CAD (collission energy of
o 30) mass spectra of issolated moleecular ion off 4methyl-3-phe
m
nylisoquinolline (APCI, CS2).

Figure 5.5 CAD (collission energy of
o 25) mass spectra of issolated moleecular ion off 4ethyl-3-phen
e
nylisoquinoliine (APCI, C
CS2).
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These results show the influence of alkyl substituents on heterocyclic aromatic
cores; applying this perspective to asphaltenes, it is possible that the longer the alkyl
subtituent, fragmentations patterns such as benzylic cleavage and McLafferty
rearrangements predominate hydrogen cyanide loss. Supporting this argument, Sample et
al. showed that as methyl substituents on quinoline and isoquinoline rings were
increased, less hydrogen cyanide was loss during electron impact (108).The successive
hydrogen losses observed for compound 6 are not uncommon occurrences, mechanisms
involved for aromatic systems have been vastly studied (109, 110).
3,4-diphenylisoquinoline (5) was synthesized to represent a compact archipelagotype asphaltene and its CAD spectrum (Figure 5.6) showed hydrogen cyanide and
benzene losses from the [M–H]+ ion (m/z 280). Despite a high collision energy of 40 and
activation Q of 0.5, the intensity of the fragment resulting from benzene cleavage was
rather small. This would suggest that an asphaltene with such features would have a
rather stable core and a maximum of one carbon linkage with other aromatic substituents.
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Figure 5.6 CAD
C
(collisiion energy of
o 40) mass sspectra of isoolated moleccular ion of 33,4diphenylisoquinoline (APCI, CS2).

Other models for
f
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d 4-phenyll-3-(phenyleethynyl)isoquuinoline (9).. The
main
m
differen
nce in the fragmentatio
on pattern oof these com
mpounds w
was the loss of a
benzene radiccal from thee molecular ion of comppound 8 whiich was not observed foor the
otther regiomeer at the sam
me collision
n energy valuue (Figure 55.7). A plauusible mechaanism
fo
or the benzeene radical lo
oss is shown
n in scheme 5.4 and is pproposed to be driven bby the
fo
ormation of a stable orth
ho-pyridyne fragment. Even more perplexing w
was the losss of a
methyl
m
group
p from botth compoun
nds which most likelyy arose from
m a complletely
sccrambled mo
olecular ion
n. This argum
ment was m
made by Bow
wie and Whiite as one off two
possible expllanations forr the loss of a methyl radical from
m the stilbenne moleculaar ion
th
hrough com
mparison bettween the calculated
c
aand observeed ratios foor hydrogenn and
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deuterium raandomization
n (111). Su
urprisingly, methyl losss is not a major evennt for
diphenylacety
ylene which mainly frag
gments by accetylene losss to yield a very stable fused
hree-memberred ring bip
phenylene raadical ion (1 11). We cann infer that m
methyl loss from
th
th
he moleculaar ion of co
ompound 9 led to a staable even eelectron speccies that didd not
frragment furtther. Howev
ver, the M●++ peak of com
mpound 8 loost a benzenne radical annd the
frragment resu
ulting from methyl loss underwent further fraggmentations upon CAD. This
behavior sugg
gests the stru
uctural elucidation of assphaltenes ccontaining seeveral regiom
meric
molecules
m
could be co
omplicated by varyingg fragmenttation profiiles using mass
sp
pectrometry..

Figure 5.7
7 CAD (colliision energy
y of 45) masss spectra of iisolated mollecular ions oof
regiomeric model
m
comp
pounds (APC
CI, CS2) A. 33-phenyl-4-((phenylethynnyl)isoquinoline
and B. 4-phenyl-3-(phenyletthynyl)isoquuinoline.
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Scheme 5.4 A. Proposed mechanism for the formation of the ortho-pyridyne fragment
(m/z 304) by hydrogen radical loss from the molecular ion of 3-phenyl-4(phenylethynyl)isoquinoline (8). B. Proposed mechanism for the formation of fragments
of m/z 228.

5.3 Concluding Remarks and Perspectives
The challenge posed by the structural elucidation of asphaltenes is tackled from
various angles by several research groups. Our approach to this pressing issue involved
the synthesis of naphthalene and isoquinoline- derived compounds that model compact
versions of archipelago and island-type asphaltenes. This was done in an effort to
decipher fundamental fragmentation pathways and mechanisms of asphaltenes.
Fragmentation studies by tandem mass spectrometry yielded the following observations:
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(i)

The island-type regiomeric naphthalenes favor the McLafferty rearrangement
as the major fragmentation pathway whenever steric factors are negligible
causing loss of even electron molecules . This suggests that structural
elucidation of asphaltenes should take into account regiomeric/isomeric
fragmentation differences when assessing possible structures.

(ii)

Cleavage of alkyl chains branching off the aromatic core overshadows ring
opening fragmentations which seem to mostly occur during MS3 and MS4
events.

(iii)

The azanaphthalenes mainly fragment by hydrogen radical loss yielding very
stable [M–H] + fragments. Hydrogen cyanide loss is dependent on the nature
of the substituent and is not always observed.

(iv)

Methyl loss from the molecular ions of the regiomeric isoquinolines was a
surprising observation that led to infer that such a pathway probably gives rise
to a stable fragment at least for one of the regiomers.

Understanding and interpreting fragmentation routes and associated mechanisms for the
model compounds presented herein brings a new insight into assessing asphaltene
structures; differences in fragmentation for regiomeric compounds as well as unexpected
losses caused by the McLafferty mechanism or the complete scrambling of the molecular
ion are possible occurrences when analyzing asphaltene samples by tandem mass
spectrometry. Further delving into the effects of the substituent’s nature (size, length,
conformation, degree of unsaturation) on the fragmentation of asphaltenes should take us
a step closer to elucidating their structure and is actively investigated in our research lab.
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PART THREE

TOWARD THE SYNTHESIS THE PHOTOAFFINITY LABELED ANALOG AND
MODE OF ACTION STUDIES OF
CALLIPELTIN A
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CHAPTER 6: SYNTHESIS OF THE β-MeO-tyr AZIDE ANALOG OF A NONPROTEOGENIC AMINO ACID RESIDUE OF CALLIPELTIN A

6.1 Background on Callipeltins and Mirabamides
The fight to annihilate HIV (human immunodeficiency virus), the causative agent
of the acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS), has been relentless over the last
two decades. This statement is backed by the fact that more treatments are available for
HIV compared to all the other viral illnesses. However, this constant advance is clouded
by factors such as toxicity and drug resistance which makes the quest for new treatment
of paramount importance (112).
In this regard, our group has laid its interest on Callipeltin A (10), a cyclic
depsidecapeptide isolated from the Lithistid sponges Callipelta Sp and Latrunculia sp.
whose structural backbone contains three non-proteogenic amino acid residues:
(2R,3R,4S)-4-amino-7-guanidino-2,3-dihydroxyheptanoic acid (AGDHE), β-methoxy
tyrosine (β-OMeTyr) and (3S,4R)-3,4-dimethyl-L-glutamine (diMeGln) branching off a
lactone macrocycle. Its antiviral activity was measured on HIV-1 (Lai strain) infectedCEM4 lymphocytic cell lines (ED50 =0.01µg/mL) and it was also shown to have
cytotoxic activity against various cancerous cell lines (NSCLC-N6 non-small-cell-lung
carcinoma, E39 renal carcinoma, P388 murine leukemia and M96 melanoma). Callipeltin
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A (10) also displays
d
antifungal activ
vity and inhhibits the Naa+/Ca2+ exchhanger (NCX
X) in
gu
uinea pig lefft atria (113,, 114).
Althou
ugh a lot is known abo
out the bioloogical activiity of Callippeltin A (10)), the
mechanism
m
of
o its mode of
o action hav
ve not been elucidated yyet and is acctively pursuued in
ou
ur group.

Figure 6.1 Structure off Callipeltin A.

Mirab
bamides (11)) are cyclic depsipeptidees that also exhibit anti--HIV potenccy. In
2007, it was shown
s
that a free hydrox
xyl group at the 4’ posittion of the β--MeOTyr reesidue
(1
11) was nott essential fo
or anti-viral activity. Thhat assertionn derived frrom the factt that
mirabamide
m
A (11), whicch has a rhamnosylated β-MeOTyr residue, was found to bbe the
most
m potent of
o its family
y in an assessment of thee inhibition of different strains of H
HIV-1
(1
115). So thaat if the 4’ position off the β-MeO
OTyr residuue can be m
modified wiithout
an
ntagonistic effect
e
on thee antiviral activity
a
in m
mirabamides,, such modiffication couuld be
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efffected on Callipeltin
C
A (10) and provide
p
the ideal locaation for thee appendagee of a
ph
hotoaffinity label that will serve the
t purposee of identifyying the recceptor moleecules
in
nteracting wiith the macro
ocycle .

Figu
ure 6.2 Strucctures of Miirabamides (11a-d).

With that knowleedge in hand
d, we came uup with a deesign of a C
Callipeltin A (10)
an
nalog that once synthesiized will sheed some lighht on its moode of actionn. Due to itss high
reeactivity upo
on photochem
mical excitaation, an azidde will be ussed as the phhotoaffinity label
an
nd will sub
bstitute the hydroxyl group
g
at 4’ position off the β-MeOTyr residuue in
Callipeltin
C
A (10). Also,, a biotin un
nit will be aattached to the analog to allow a ffacile
issolation of th
he “click” product
p
resullting from itts reaction w
with interactting moleculles in
siitu (Figure 6.3).
6
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Figure 6.3 Biotinylated analog of Callipeltin A.

Upon successful conversion of the hydroxyl group of the β-MeOTyr unit to an
azide, the latter fragment will be incorporated in the general structure of Callipeltin A by
solid phase peptide synthesis to obtain Callipeltin analog 12.

6.2 Results and Discussion
The diastereo- and enantioselective synthesis of the β-MeOTyr has been
accomplished by Dr. David Cranfill, starting from 4-hydroxy methylcinnamic acid (116).
We decided to carry out the same synthesis to familiarize ourselves with the chemistries
involved.
We treated 4-hydroxy methylcinnamic acid (13) with sulfuric acid in methanol to
obtain the ester 14 whose hydroxyl substituent was subsequently protected with the tertbutyldimethylsilyl (TBS) group to afford 15 in 89% yield (89% yield over 2 steps,
Scheme 6.1).
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Scheme 6.1 Synthesis of the TBS protected 4-hydroxy methylcinnamate.

Having the desired starting material in hand, we proceeded with the key step of
our synthesis: the aziridination of compound 15. This was done by reacting it with a
catalytic

amount

of

Cu(O2OSCF3)2

and

(-)-2,2’-isopropylidene[(4S)-4-phenyl-2-

oxazoline] as the ligand. This resulted in the formation of 16 in 50% yield (6:1
diastereomeric ratio (dr) and 7:1 enantiomeric ratio (er)) (Scheme 6.2) and as it was
observed by Dr. Cranfill, when the aziridination was carried out in acetonitrile, the
diastereomeric ratio was lowered to about 2:1.

Scheme 6.2 Aziridination of compound 15.
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Compound 16 then underwent removal of the nosyl group using 4methoxythiophenol to yield the amine 17, which was then coupled with both enantiomers
of the Mosher acid chloride for the enantiomeric excess determination (Scheme 6.3)
(116).

Scheme 6.3 Synthesis of the β-MeOTyr moiety and determination of the enantiomeric
excess.

For the synthesis of the β-MeOTyr azide analog, 4-azido benzaldehyde was used
as the starting material, which could be obtained from 4-nitrobenzaldehyde in three steps
(Scheme 6.4) (117).

Scheme 6.4 Synthesis of 4-Azidobenzaldehyde.
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The protection of the aldehyde group of 4-nitrobenzaldehyde occurred in
quantitative yield. More difficulties were encountered in trying to reduce the nitro group
of 19. Several conditions were attempted, however, the desired product was not obtained
(Table 6.1).

Table 6.1 Conditions for the Reduction of Compound 19
Entry
1
2
3
4
5

SM
19
19
19
19
19

Reaction conditions
H2, Pd/C, EtOH/THF 1:1
TBAB, SnCl2.2H2O
Zn dust, HCOONH4, MeOH/ EtOAc 1:1
Raney Nickel, HCOOH, H2
H2, Pd/C, EtOH

Results
traces of product
no desired product
no desired product
no desired product
no desired product

We postulated that the resonance product in Scheme 6.5 may undergo
polymerization under the reaction conditions thereby reducing the yield of the amine.

Scheme 6.5 Resonance Mechanism of 20.
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An alternate route for the synthesis of 4-azido methylcinnamate was performed
(Scheme 6.6).

Scheme 6.6 Alternate route for the synthesis of 4-azido methylcinnamate.

The key step of Scheme 6.6 is the selective reduction of the nitro group of
compound 22 in the presence of the carbon-carbon double bond. The conditions we tried
(hydrazine/formic acid complex in the presence of zinc powder) did not give us the
desired product during later trials. We decided to make other attempts using the reaction
conditions listed in Table 6.2.
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Table 6.2 Conditions for the Nitro Group Reduction of Compound 22
Entry SM
Reaction conditions
Results
1
22 Pd(OH)2/C, THF:EtOH (1:1), H2, 30 mins pilot conditions*
2
no desired product
22 Pd/ BaSO4, EtOAc, Quinoline, H2
3
no desired product
22 Zn dust, HCOONH4, MeOH/ EtOAc 1:1
4
no desired product
22 Hydrazine glyoxylate, Zn dust
5
no desired product
22 H2NNH2• HCOOH, Zn, EtOAc
* These conditions reduced both the nitro group and the carbon-carbon double bond. The product was used
in TLC analysis to assess the reduction pattern of the other conditions.

Upon several trials, we settled for the direct reduction of 4-nitrobenzaldehyde to
4-aminobenzaldehyde using SnCl2•2H2O in ethanol at reflux (118). The amine was then
converted into an azide followed by the Horner-Wadsworth-Emmons reaction to yield 24.
(Scheme 6.7)

Scheme 6.7 Synthesis of the β-MeOTyr azide analog 26.

The yield of the aziridination/methanol opening steps was lower than with the 4hydroxy methylcinnamate counterpart. We postulated that the electron-donating nature of
the hydroxyl group compared to the azide may facilitate the aziridine formation and
consequently account for the higher yield. Also, the conditions used for the removal of
the nosyl group are presented below (Table 6.3).
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Table 6.3 Conditions for the Nosyl Group Removal to Obtain Compound 26

Entry

SM

1

25

2

25

3

25

4

25

Reaction conditions
HSCH2CH2OH, DBU,DMF
Thiophenol, K2CO3, CH3CN/DMSO (49:1),
reflux at 50 oC (119)
Thiophenol, K2CO3, CH3CN/DMSO (49:1)
4-Methoxythiophenol, K2CO3,
CH3CN/DMSO (49:1)

Results
(yield/observation)
Azide reduction
observed
26
21
20

We have been intrigued by the results presented in Table 6.3 as we expected 4methoxythiophenol to improve the yield of the reaction compared to thiophenol. We
suspected that upon silica gel column chromatography purification some of the amine
product binds irreversibly to the silica gel and this could explain why the yield has been
so constantly low.
At that point in time, our next goal was the determination of the diastereomeric
and enantiomeric ratios of 26 as well as establishing the stereochemistry of its two
stereocenters. In order to do so, we decided to carry out the aziridination reaction in
acetonitrile as it was shown to reduce the diasteromeric ratio of the nosyl-protected βMeOTyr while only one diastereomer was obtained when using dichloromethane (116).
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Scheme 6.8. Conditions for the separation of the diastereomers of 25.

Conditions “a” did not lead to the separation of the two diastereomers while
conditions “b” did. Upon analysis of the 1H NMR spectrum of the diastereomeric
mixture, we came up with a diastereomeric ratio of 1.4:1 by integration.
The stereochemistry of the two stereocenters of 25 was determined by 1H NMR
comparison of 16 and 25 (as well as the mixture obtained using conditions “b”) (Scheme
6.8).
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Figure
F
6.4 Blown-up Area of the H1, H2 and H3 ppeaks from tthe 1H NMR
R spectrum oof 25
(conditions
(
““a”).
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Figure 6.5 Blown-up
B
areea of the H1, H2 and H3 ppeaks from tthe 1H NMR
R spectrum oof 25
(conditions
(
““b”).

From the data (m
mostly chemiccal shifts) prresented in bboth Figuress 6.4 and 6.55, we
t single diaastereomer w
we obtainedd upon runninng the reactiion in
caan confidenttly say that the
dichlorometh
hane is the major
m
diasterreomer from
m the mixturee. The stereoochemistry oof the
tw
wo stereocen
nters in com
mpound 16 were
w
determiined to be 22R,3R. Sincee 16 and 25 only
differ by thee nature of their
t
substittuent at the para-positiion of the bbenzene ringg, we
asssumed thatt the couplin
ng constantss between H1, H2 and H3 would be pretty mucch the
saame or vary
y slightly fo
or the two major
m
diasteereomers off compoundss 16 and 255 and
would
w
be quitte different for
f the mino
or diastereom
mer. So, lookking at the taables presentted in
Figures 6.5 and
a 6.6, we can see thaat the couplinng constants of H1, H2 and H3 are very
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much
m
close for
f compoun
nd 16 and th
he major diaastereomer oof compound 25 while some
disparity is observed
o
witth the minorr one. We thherefore cam
me to the coonclusion thaat the
R,3R stereocchemistry iss conserved with the azzide at the ppara positionn of the bennzene
2R
riing.

Figure
F
6.6 Blown-up Areea of the H1, H2 and H3 ppeaks from tthe 1H NMR
R spectrum oof 16.

Once we had deetermined th
he diastereom
meric ratio and the steereochemistrry of
co
ompound 25
5, the next lo
ogical step was
w for us tto find out w
what the enaantiomeric exxcess
was.
w
At that time, α-meethoxy-α-(trifluoromethyyl)phenylaceetic acid (M
MTPA, Mossher’s
accid) was no
ot immediateely availablee to us so, we decidedd to synthessize a new cchiral
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derivatizing agent (CAD): a tartaric acid derivative, 28a, which would be prepared
according to Scheme (6.9) (120).

Scheme 6.9 Formation of CAD 28.

Diethyl tartrate (DET) was used as the starting material instead of the dimethyl
analog. We attempted the direct acetal formation of benzophenone with DET using DeanStark conditions and varying the acid catalyst without success (Scheme 6.10).

Scheme 6.10 Conditions Attempted for the Direct Formation of Compound 28a.

We proceeded to convert benzophenone to benzophenone dimethyl acetal and
react it with L- or D-DET. Below are the different conditions used to achieve that goal.
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Table 6.4 Conditions for the Formation of Benzophenone Dimethyl Acetal
Entry

SM

1

29

2

29

3

29

4

29

Reaction conditions
HC(OCH3)3, p-TsOH, MeOH
*HC(OCH3)3, Ce(OTf)3, MeOH, Et3N (121)
HC(OCH3)3, LiBF4, MeOH (122)
* *HC(OCH3)3, MeNO2, triflic acid, MeOH (123)

Results (yield)
SM recovered
SM recovered
SM recovered
43%

* Ce(OTf)3 may have not been in usable conditions due to its yellowish physical appearance
instead of the normal white.
** Yield obtained after recrystallization

Once we obtained the benzophenone dimethyl acetal, we attempted to make
compound 28a (Scheme 6.11).

Scheme 6.11 Other conditions attempted for the synthesis of compound 28a.

It became evident that the transacetalization reaction was extremely water
sensitive. The conditions “a” and “b” were repeated several times, each time trying to
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su
uppress wateer by any way
w possible but we alw
ways ended uup recoverinng benzopheenone
an
nd unreacted
d DET.
By then the R and
d S enantiom
mers of the M
Mosher’s accids had beccome availabble to
us so, we deccided to aban
ndon the syn
nthesis of thhe CAD 28aa and rely onn the well-knnown
Mosher
M
method (Scheme 6.12).

Scheme
S
6.12
2 Enantiomeric ratio deteermination oof compoundd 26.

Of thee three cond
ditions used
d to make thhe Mosher aacid chloridee, conditionns “c”
gave us the best
b result (124) and we were able too determine the enantiom
meric ratio oof the
β-MeOTyr azzide counterp
part to be 22
2:1 (Figure 66.7)
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Figure 6.7 19F NMR for th
he R and S eenantiomers of compounnd 33.

6.3 Conclu
usion and Futture Directioons
h
efficien
ntly synthessized and fuully charactterized the β-MeOTyr azide
We have
an
nalog of th
he non-proteeogenic am
mino acid reesidue β-MeeOTyr.

Thhis constituutes a

milestone
m
in uncovering
g the mode of action oof Callipeltinn A. This eendeavor wiill be
fo
ollowed by a model “C
Click reactio
on” on 26 w
with an alkyyne of our cchoice. Thiss will
siimulate the covalent lab
bel of the biiotinylated aanalog of Callipeltin A upon incubbation
with
w the gp12
20 and gp41 and light irrradiation. Finnally we willl synthesizee 12 and carrry out
th
he biologicall mode of acction studies of Callipeltiin A. Those studies will consist of:


A test forr viral fusio
on inhibitionn to ensure that the biiological acctivity
remains th
he same regaardless of thee modificatioon.
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Following a successful testing, incubation of the biotinylated analog of
Callipeltin A with the glycoproteins gp120 and gp41 with irradiation will
be carried out.



Identification, extraction and characterization will then be effected
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Appendix A: Supplemental Data for Chapters 4 and 5

A.1 1H and 13C NMR of Asphaltene Model Compounds
All reagents used in this work were of commercial grade and used without further
purification. 1H NMR spectra were recorded at 300 MHz while 75 MHz was used for 13 C
nuclei. 230-400 mesh silica gel was used for purification by flash chromatography.
Compounds 1-3 were synthesized using a protocol published elsewhere (99).


3-Butyl-1-propylnaphthalene (1). Off white oil. 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) δ
(ppm) 0.97 (t, J = 7.0 Hz, 3H), 0.98 (t, J = 7.0 Hz, 3H), 1.46 (m, 2H), 1.73 (m,
4H), 2.74 (t, J = 7.5 Hz, 2H), 3.04 (t, J = 7.7 Hz, 2H), 7.18 (d, J = 1.6 Hz, 1H),
7.43 (dt , J = 3.0 Hz, 2H), 7.47 (d, J = 1.7 Hz, 1H), 7.78 (dd, J = 3.5 and 5.7 Hz,
1H), 8.00 (dd, J = 3.3 and 6.2 Hz, 1H);

13

C NMR (75 MHz, CDCl3) δ (ppm)

13.83, 13.92, 22.81, 24.33, 32.73, 32.95, 38.08, 124.63, 124.70, 125.22, 127.43,
127.48, 128.11, 130.27, 134.00, 138.63, 139.65.



1-Butyl-3-propylnaphthalene (2). Colorless oil 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) δ
(ppm) 0.95 (t, J = 9 Hz, 3H), 1.03 (t, J = 6 Hz, 3H), 1.40 (m, 2H), 1.69 (m, 2H),
1.77 m, 2H), 2.74 (t, J = 9 Hz, 2H), 3.02 (t, J = 6 Hz, 2H), 7.18 (d, J = 1.8 Hz,
1H), 7.42 (dt, J = 3.5 Hz, 2H), 7.48 (s, 1H), 7.78 (dd, J = 3.4 and 6.3 Hz, 1H),
8.00 (dd, J = 3.4 and 6.3 Hz, 1H);

13

C NMR (75 MHz, CDCl3) δ (ppm) 13.91,

14.22, 22.35, 23.86, 33.42, 35.09, 35.68, 123.63, 124.63, 125.22, 127.53, 127.58,
128.08, 130.27, 134.02, 138.38, 139.84.
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3-Butyl-2-ethyl-1-phenylnaphthalene (3). Yellow oil 1H NMR (300 MHz,
CDCl3) δ (ppm) 1.01 (t, J = 7.3 Hz, 3H), 1.02 (t, J = 7.5 Hz, 3H), 1.51 (m, 2H),
1.74 (m, 2H), 2.59 (q, J = 7.4 Hz, 2H), 2.84 (t, J = 7.8 Hz, 2H), 7.25-7.50 (m,
8H), 7.69 (s, 1H), 7.77 (d, J = 8.1 Hz, 1H); 13C NMR (75 MHz, CDCl3) δ (ppm)
14.02, 15.52, 22.90, 23.25, 32.78, 33.61, 124.7, 126.22, 126.41, 126.72, 126.91,
127.37, 127.77, 128.00, 128.40, 130.21, 131.40, 131.77, 138.30, 138.58, 139.12,
140.20.



1-Benzylisoquinoline (4) (100). This compound was prepared using a method
previously reported [29]. 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) δ (ppm) 4.72 (s, 2H), 7.26
(m, 5H), 7.62 (m, 3H), 7.84 (d, J = 6.0 Hz, 1H), 8.19 (d, J = 9.0 Hz, 1H), 8. 51 (d,
J = 3.0 Hz, 1H);

13

C NMR (75 MHz, CDCl3) δ (ppm) 41.85, 119.84, 125.76,

126.19, 127.07, 127.27, 128.43, 128.50, 129.90, 136.51, 139.24, 141.64, 160.00.
The protocol describing the synthesis of compounds 6-10 is published elsewhere
(101, 102)


3,4-Diphenylisoquinoline (5) (125, 126). 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) δ (ppm)
7.20–7.23 (m, 3H), 7.24–7.27 (m, 2H), 7.36-7.40 (m, 5H), 7.62-7.65 (m, 2H),
7.68 (dd, J = 4.0 and J = 5.7 Hz, 1H), 8.06 (dd, J = 5.0 and 4.7 Hz, 1H) 9.40 (s,
1H); 13C NMR (75 MHz, CDCl3) δ (ppm) 125.64, 127.08, 127.09, 127.26, 127.43,
127.68, 127.80, 128.29, 131.17, 131.04, 131.22, 135.7, 137.13, 140.80, 150.89,
151.92.
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4-Methyl-3-phenylisoquinoline (6) (126). 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) δ (ppm)
2.67 (s, 3H), 7.39–7.52 (m, 3H), 7.57–7.63 (m, 3H), 7.77 (ddd, J = 1.4, 6.8 and
8.4 Hz, 1H), 8.02 (d, J = 8.1 Hz, 1H), 8.08 (dd, J = 1 and 8.4 Hz, 1H), 9.22 (s,
1H);

13

C NMR (75 MHz, CDCl3) δ (ppm) 15.46, 123.55, 124.35, 126.75,

127.04, 127.65, 128.07, 128.16, 129.78, 130.68, 136.29, 141.72, 150.45, 151.90.



4-Ethyl-3-phenylisoquinoline (7) (127). 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) δ (ppm)
1.31 (t, J = 7.5 Hz, 3H), 3.08 (q, J = 12.5 and 7.5 Hz, 2H), 7.43 (dt, J = 6.5 and
.7 Hz, 1H), 7.48 (t, J = 7.2 Hz, 2H), 7.53 (d, J = 8.0 Hz, 2H), 7.63 (ddd, J = 1.1,
6.9 and 8.1 Hz, 1H), 7.78 (ddd, J =1.4, 6.8 and 8.4 Hz, 1H), 8.03 (d, J = 8.1 Hz,
1H), 8.1 (d, J = 8.5 Hz, 1H), 9.23 (s, 1H); 13C NMR (75 MHz, CDCl3) δ (ppm)
15.52, 21.72, 123.56, 126.66, 127.62, 127.78, 127.94, 128.11, 128.42, 128.59,
128.81, 129.11, 130.09, 130.62, 135.23, 141.40, 149.73, 151.54.



3-Phenyl-4-(phenylethynyl)isoquinoline (8) (128).

1

H NMR (300 MHz,

CDCl3) δ (ppm) 7.36-7.40 (m, 3H), 7.43-7.57 (m, 5H), 7.68 (ddd, J= 1.2, 6.9 and
8.1 Hz, 1H), 7.85 (ddd, J = 1.4, 6.9 and 8.3 Hz, 1H), 8.05 (dd, J = 0.9 and 8.1
Hz, 1H) 8.13-8.17 (m, 2H), 8.50 (dd, J = 1.0 and 8.4 Hz, 1H), 9.30 (d, J = 0.8,
1H); 13C NMR (75 MHz, CDCl3) δ (ppm) 85.61, 99.13, 112.54, 123.23, 125.62,
126.48, 127.52, 127.81, 128.35, 128.48, 128.57, 129.80, 131.26, 131.36, 139.76,
151.27, 154.22.
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4-Phenyl-3-(phenylethynyl)isoquinoline (9) (128).

1

H NMR (300 MHz,

CDCl3) δ (ppm) 7.25 (br s, 5H), 7.50-7.69 (m, 8H), 8.03-8.06 (m, 1H), 9.28 (s,
1H); 13C NMR (75 MHz, CDCl3) 89.41, 92.63, 122.57, 125.38, 127.42, 127.60,
127.76, 128.03, 128.08, 128.11, 128.42, 130.57, 130.96, 131.63, 134.92, 135.27,
136.17, 136.36, 151.88.
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A.2: NMR Spectra

Figure A.1 300 MHz 1H NMR of compound 1 in CDCl3
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Figure A.2 75 MHz 13C NMR of compound 1 in CDCl3
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Figure A.3 300 MHz 1H NMR of compound 2 in CDCl3
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Figure A.4 75 MHz 13C NMR of compound 2 in CDCl3
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Figure A.5 300 MHz 1H NMR of compound 3 in CDCl3
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Figure A.6 75 MHz 13C NMR of compound 3 in CDCl3
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Figure A.7 300 MHz 1H NMR of compound 4 in CDCl3
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Figure A.8 75 MHz 13C NMR of compound 4 in CDCl3
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Figure A.9 300 MHz 1H NMR of compound 5 in CDCl3
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Figure A.10 75 MHz 13C NMR of compound 5 in CDCl3
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Figure A.11 300 MHz 1H NMR of compound 6 in CDCl3
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Figure A.12 75 MHz 13C NMR of compound 6 in CDCl3
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Figure A.13 300 MHz 1H NMR of compound 7 in CDCl3
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Figure A.14 75 MHz 13C NMR of compound 7 in CDCl3
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Figure A.15 300 MHz 1H NMR of compound 8 in CDCl3
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Figure A.16 75 MHz 13C NMR of compound 8 in CDCl3
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Figure A.17 300 MHz 1H NMR of compound 8 in CDCl3
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Figure A.18 75MHz 13C NMR of compound 8 in CDCl3
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A.3 Asphaltene Model Compounds’ Mass Spectral Data
Table A.1 Msn Spectra Measured for Asphaltene Model Compounds Ionized by (+)
APCI/CS2 and Subjected To CAD
Analyte (MW)

3-butyl-1propylnaphthalene (226)

MS
(m/z)

226
[M•+]

MS2 CAD
fragments (m/z)
[branching ratio]
226 – CH2CH3
(197) [6%]a

MS3 CAD
fragments (m/z)
[branching ratio]

MS4 CAD
fragments (m/z)
[branching ratio]

197 – CH2=CH2
(169) [7%]a

169 – CH3
(154)[13%]a
169 – CH2=CH2
(141) [87%]a

197 –
CH2=CHCH3(155)
[88%]a

155 – 2H (153)
[54%]b
155 – 40g,h (115)
[46%]b

197 – 56g (141)
[5%]a
226 –
CH2=CHCH3 (184)
[89%]a

226 – CH2CH2CH3 (183) [5%]a

184 – CH3 (169)
[6%]a

169 – CH3 (154)
[5%]c
169 – CH2=CH2
(141) [95%]c

184 – CH2CH3
(155) [38%]a

155 – 40g ,h (115)
[100%]b

184 – CH2=CHCH3
(142) [29%]a

142 – H (141)
[100%]a

184 – CH2CH2CH3
(141) [27%]a

no fragmentation
(141) [100%]d
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1-butyl-3-propylnaphthalene
(226)

226
[M•+]

226 – CH2=CH2
(198) [3%]a
226 – CH2CH3
(197) [5%]a

197 – CH2=CH2
(169) [7%]c

169 – CH2=CH2
(141) [100%]b

197 – CH2=CHCH3
(155) [68%]c

155 – H (154)
[9%]b
155 – 2H (153)
[79%]b
155 – 40g (115)
[12%]b

197 – 56g (141)
[25%]c
226 –
CH2=CHCH3(184)
[38%]a

184 – CH3 (169)
[12%]a

169 – CH3 (154)
[12%]c
169 – CH2=CH2
(141) [88%]c

184 – CH2=CH2
(156) [7%]a
184 – CH2CH3
(155) [43%]a

no fragmentation
(155) [100%]b

184 – CH2=CHCH3
(142) [27%]a
184 – CH2CH2CH3
(141) [11%]a
226 – CH2CH2CH3
(183) [48%]a

183 – CH2=CH2
(155) [17%]a

183 – CH2=CHCH3
(141) [83%]a
226 – 84 (142)
[2%]a
226 – 85 (141)
[4%]a

141 – 26g (115)
[100%]d

155 – 26g (129)
[64%]b
155 – 40g (115)
[36%]b
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3-butyl-2-ethyl-1phenylnaphthalene (288)

288
[M•+]

288 – CH2CH3
(259) [5%]c

259 – CH2=CH2
(231) [11%]a
259 – CH2CH3
(230) [4%]a
259 – CH2=CHCH3
(217) [80%]a
259 – Benzene
(181) [5%]a

288 –
CH2=CHCH3(246)
[67%]c

217 – 2H (215)
[10%]c
217 – CH3 (202)
[90%]c

246 – CH3 (231)
[74%]c
246 – CH2CH3
(217) [26%]c

288 – CH2CH2CH3
(245) [9%]c

288 – 57g (231)
[13%]c

231 – 2 H (229)
[10%]c
231 – CH3 (216)
[85%]c
231 – CH2=CH2
(203) [5%]c

1-benzylisoquinoline (219)

219
[M•+]

288 – 71g (217)
[6%]c

217 – 2 H (215)
[6%]b
217 – CH3 (202)
[94%]b

219 – H (218)
[100%]c

218 – 76 + H2O
(160) [49%]e
218 – 64 (154)
[8%] e
218 – 76 (142)
[26%]e
218 – benzene
(140) [9 %]e
218 – 84 (134)
[85]e

216 – H (215)
[100%]b
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3,4-diphenylisoquinoline
(281)

281
[M•+]

281 – H (280)
[59%]e

280 – H (279)
[2%]f
280 – 2H (278)
[15%]f
280 – CH3 (265)
[5%]f
280 – 26g (254)
[6%]f
280 – HCN (253)
[30%]f
280 – H+HCN
(252) [30%]f
280 – 60g (220)
[5%]f
280 – Benzene
(202) [7%]f

281 – 2 H (279)
[7%]e

281 – 3 H (278)
[17%]e

281 – HCN (254)
[3%]e
281 – H+HCN
(253) [13%]e
281 – 2H+HCN or
CH2CH3 (252)
[1%]e

278 – H (277)
[4%]e
278 – 9g (269)
[26%]e
278 – 23g (255)
[5%]e
278 – 26g (252)
[5%]e
278 – HCN (251)
[52%]e
278 – H+HCN
(250) [8%]e
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4-methyl-3phenylisoquinoline (219)

219
[M•+]

219 – H (218)
[36%]b

218 – H (217)
[36%]b,h
218 – 2 H (216)
[28%]b,h
218 – 3 H (215)
[7%]b,h
218 – HCN (191)
[7%]b,h
218 – H+HCN
(190) [14%]b,h

218 – 2H+HCN or
CH2CH3 (189)
[8%]b,h
219 – 2 H (217)
[28%]b
219 – 3H (216)
[29%]b
219 – H+HCN
(191) [4%]b

219 – 2H+HCN or
CH2CH3(190)
[8%]b

4-ethyl-3-phenylisoquinoline
(233)

233
[M•+]

233 – H (232)
[56%]c
233 – CH3 (218)
[13%]c
233 – 16g (217)
[31%]c

191 – H (190)
[26%]b,h
191 – 2 H (189)
[60%]b,h
191 – 3 H (188)
[5%]b,h
191 – 26g (165)
[4%]b,h
191 – HCN (164)
[5%]b,h
232 – CH3 (217)
[100%]c
217 – H (216)
[35%]b,h
217 – 2 H (215)
[9%]b,h
217 – 3 H (214)
[7%]b,h
217 – 26g (191)
[5%]b,h
217 – HCN (190)
[19%]b,h
217 –
H+HCN(189)
[25%]b,h

190 – H (189)
[45%]b,h
190 – 2 H (188)
[555]b,h
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3-phenyl-4(phenylethynyl)isoquinoline
(305.12)

305
[M•+]

305 – H (304)
[52%]f

304 – H (303)
[23%]b,h
304 – 2 H (302)
[31%]b,h
304 – 3 H (301)
[18%]b,h
304 – HCN (277)
[6%]b,h
304 – CH2=CH2
(276) [22%]b,h

276 – HCN (249)
[100%]b,h

305 – 14g (291)
[4%]f
305 –15 (CH3)
(290) [24%]f

290 – 2 H (288)
[73%]b,h

290 – 3 H (287)
[4%]d,h
290 – 26g (264)
[4%]d,h
290 – HCN (263)
[14%]d,h

290 – CH2=CH2
(262) [5%]d,h
305 – 77 (228)
[20%]f

228 – H (227)
[49%]b,h
228 – HCN (201)
[39%]b,h
228 – CH2=CH2
(200) [12%]b,h

288 – 2 H (286)
[67%]d,h
288 – HCN (261)
[29%]d,h
288 – CH2=CH2
(260) [4%]d,h

263 – 2 H (261)
[37%]d,h
263 – 26g (237)
[63%]d,h
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4-phenyl-3(phenylethynyl)isoquinoline
(305.12)

305
[M•+]

305 – H (304)
[74%]f

304 – H (303)
[3%]d,h
304 – 2 H (302)
[36%]d,h
304 – 3 H (301)
[37%]d,h
304 – HCN (277)
[4%]d,h
304 – CH2=CH2
(276) [15%]d,h

276 – H (275)
[32%]d,h
276 – 2 H (274)
[68%]d,h

304 – CH2-CH3
(275) [5%]d,h
305 – 15 (CH3)
(290) [21%]f
305 – HCN (278)
[5%]f

278 – H (277)
[25%]b,h
278 – 2 H (276)
[55%]b,h
278 – 3 H (275)
[5%]b,h
278 – CH3 (263)
[7%]b,h
278 – 26g (252)
[3%]b,h
278 – 58g (220)
[5%]b,h

Collision energies: 20a, 30b, 25c, 35d, 40e, 45f, gpossible ring opening fragments or unusual loss, hActivation
Q = 0.5, ibranching ratios only given for fragments with a relative intensity 5 % or higher relative to the
base peak.
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Appendix B: Supplemental Data for Chapter 6

B.1 Experimental Procedures, 1H and 13C NMR Characterizations
All reagents used in this work were of commercial grade and used without further
purification. 1H NMR spectra were recorded at 300 MHz while 75 MHz was used for 13 C
nuclei. 230-400 mesh silica gel was used for purification by flash chromatography.
Mosher acids (0.0 Hz) were used as external references for the 19F NMR experiments.



4-Aminobenzaldehyde. 4-Nitrobenzaldehyde (100 mg, 0.66 mmol) and
SnCl2•2H2O (746.5 mg, 3.31 mmol) in 1.32 mL of absolute ethanol were stirred at
70 oC for three hours. Upon consumption of the starting material (observed by
TLC), the reaction mixture was cooled down, poured into ice and made slightly
basic (pH 7-8) by addition of approximately 15 mL of 5% NaHCO3. The mixture
was then extracted 3X with 20 mL portions of ethyl acetate. The combined
organic layers were then washed with brine, treated with decolorizing carbon,
filtered and dried with sodium sulfate. The solvent was removed upon rotary
evaporation to yield a dark orange oil (82 mg, quantitative yield) which was used
right away in the next step without further purification. 1H NMR (300 MHz,
CDCl3) δ (ppm) 3.73 (2H, br s), 6.69 (2H, d, J = 9.0 Hz), 8.21 (2H, d, J = 9.0 Hz),
9.73 (1H, s).
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4-Azidobenzaldehyde (21). To a solution of glacial acetic acid (0.7 mL, 12.2
mmol) and sulfuric acid (70 µL, .7 mmol) stirring at 0 oC were added 4aminobenzaldehyde (160.32 mg, 1.32 mmol) yielding a black tar. Sodium nitrite
(90.4 mg, 1.32 mmol) dissolved in a minimum amount of cold water was added to
the reaction mixture. 10 mins later, sodium azide (90.3 mg, 1.39 mmol) dissolved
in a minimum amount of cold water was added to the reaction producing a
considerable amount of froth. The reaction mixture was then allowed to warm up
to room temperature and extracted 3X with 10 mL portions of ether. The
combined organic layers were then washed with saturated aqueous sodium
bicarbonate, dried with sodium sulfate followed by solvent evaporation under
minimum light exposure at less than 40 oC. Upon purification by column
chromatography (3:1 hexane/ethyl acetate), the desired product was obtained as a
dark yellow solid (181 mg, 93%). 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) δ (ppm) 7.18 (2H,
d, J = 9.0 Hz), 7.90 (2H, d, J = 9.0 Hz), 9.94 (1H, s).



4-Azido Methylcinnamate (24). To a stirred solution of 4-azidobenzaldehyde
(142.3 mg, 0.9 mmol) in 4.2 mL of a 1:1 mixture of H2O/dioxane were added
trimethylphosphonoacetate (209 µL, 1.45 mmol) and potassium carbonate (401
mg, 2.90 mmol). The mixture was stirred to completion, diluted with water and
extracted with 3X 10 mL portions of ethyl acetate. The combined organic layers
were washed 3X with saturated sodium bicarbonate, once with water and brine
and dried with sodium sulfate. Evaporation of the solvent yielded the desired
product as a light yellow solid (147.3 mg, 58%) which was taken to the next step
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without purification. 1H NMR (300MHz, CDCl3) δ (ppm) 3.80 (3H, s), 6.41 (1H,
d, J = 15 Hz), 7.05 (2H, d, J = 9.0 Hz), 7.53 (2H, d, J = 9.0 Hz), 7.67 (1H, d, J =
15 Hz); IR 2118.5 cm-1.



(2R,3R)-3-(4-azidophenyl)-3-methoxy-2-(4-nitrophenylsulonamido)

methyl

Propanoate (25) To copper triflate (4.6 mg, 0.012 mmol) were added (-)-2,2’isopropylidene[(4S)-4-phenyl-2-oxazoline] (PhINNs) (8.5 mg, 0.12 mmol), 4 Å
molecular sieves and anhydrous dichloromethane (1.3 mL). The reaction mixture
was allowed to stir for 15 minutes under nitrogen during which it turned green.
Then,

4-azido

methylcinnamate

(150

mg,

0.74

mmol)

and

[N-

(phenylsulfonyl)imido]phenyliodinane (85.3mg, 0.21 mmol) were added followed
by nitrogen flushing to rid the reaction flask of any moisture. It took about 11-13
hours of stirring for PhINNs to dissolve. The reaction was stopped by quick
filtration through a small pad of silica gel (eluent, 1:1 hexane/ethyl acetate); the
solvent was evaporated and the residue was redissolved in methanol and stirred
overnight. Concentration under reduced pressure followed by purification by flash
column chromatography (from 3:1 to 2:1 hexane/ethyl acetate) gave the desired
product as a yellow oil (91.8 mg, 77%). 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) δ (ppm)
3.20 (3H, s), 3.51 (3H, s), 4.33 (1H, dd, J = 3.0, 6.0Hz), 4.49 (1H, d, J = 6.0 Hz),
5.57 (1H, d, J = 9.0 Hz), 6.96 (2H, d, J = 9.0 Hz), 7.13 (2H, d, J = 9.0 Hz), 7.95
(2H, d, J = 9.0 Hz), 8.29 (2H, d, J = 9.0 Hz). 13C NMR(75 MHz, CDCl3) δ (ppm)
52.4, 57.3, 60.5, 82.8, 119.1, 123.9, 128.2, 128.3, 132.2, 140.6, 145.6, 149.8,
169.0; ESI-MS (m/z) C17H17N5O7S 437.02 (M++1); IR 2123.4 cm-1.
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In order to separate the two diastereomers, we followed the same procedure but
changed the solvent to acetonitrile and when the residue was redissolved in MeOH, we
added a couple of drops of sulfuric acid. Minor diastereomer, 1H NMR (300 MHz,
CDCl3) δ (ppm) 3.21 (3H, s), 3.72 (3H,s), 4.13 (1H, dd, J = 3.0, 3.0 Hz), 4.72 (1H, d, J =
3.0 Hz), 5.49 (1H, d, J = 12 Hz), 6.88 (2H, d, J = 9.0 Hz), 7.18 (2H, d, J = 9.0 Hz), 7.73
(2H, d, J = 9.0 Hz), 8.19 (2H, d, J = 9.0 Hz).



(2R,3R)-Methyl 2-Amino-3-(4-azidophenyl)-3-methoxypropanoate (26). To a
stirred

solution

of

(2R,3R)-3-(4-azidophenyl)-3-methoxy-2-(4-

nitrophenylsulonamidomethyl propanoate (16) (20 mg, 0.05 mol) in 0.4 mL of
MeOH/DMSO (49:1) were added thiophenol (23.3 µL, .2 mmol) and potassium
carbonate (25.1 mg, .2 mmol). The reaction mixture was stirred at 50 oC for two
hours. After cooling down, the reaction was quenched with 3 mL of saturated
ammonium chloride and extracted 3X with 5 mL portions of dichloromethane.
The organic phase was dried in anhydrous magnesium sulfate. After evaporation
and silica gel column chromatography (2:1 hexane/ ethyl acetate to 100% ethyl
acetate), the desired product was obtained as a brown oil (3 mg, 26%). 1H NMR
(300 MHz, CDCl3) δ (ppm) 3.25 (3H, s), 3.72 (3H, s) 3.77 (1H, d, J = 6Hz), 4.39
(1H, d, J = 6.0 Hz), 7.05 (2H, d, J = 9.0 Hz), 7.30 (2H, d, J = 9.0 Hz). 13C NMR
(75 MHz, CDCl3) δ (ppm) 51.8, 56.6, 59.9, 85.1, 114.9, 126.6, 128.5, 146.5,
173.9; IR 2122.3 cm-1.
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(2R,3R)-methyl

3-(4-azidophenyl)-3-methoxy-2-((S)-3,3,3-trifluoro-2-

methoxy-2-phenylpropanamido)propanoate (33). To a solution of (S)-MTPA
(3 mg, 0.013 mmol) and DMF (1.1 µL, 0.013 mmol) in hexane (0.5 mL) at room
temperature was added oxalyl chloride (5µL, 0.057 mmol). A white precipitate
formed spontaneously. The mixture was allowed to stir for 1 hour followed by
vacuum filtration and concentration of the filtrate under reduced pressure yielded
the acid chloride. Compound 26 (3 mg, 0.012 mmol), triethylamine (4 µL, 0.03
mmol) and a crystal of 4- dimethylaminopyridine (~ 1 mg) in 100 µL of CDCl3
were added to the acid chloride and allowed to react for 1 hour and the
completion of the reaction was confirmed by 1H NMR (124). 1H NMR (300 MHz,
CDCl3) δ (ppm) 3.34 (6H, br s), 3.64 (3H, s) 4.65 (1H, d, J = 3Hz), 4.94 (1H, dd,
J = 9.0 and 9.0 Hz), 7.03 (2H, d, J = 9.0 Hz), 7.31 (2H, d, J = 9.0 Hz), 7.39 (m,
3H), 7.49 (m, 2H).
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B.2: NMR Spectra

Figure B.1 300 MHz 1H NMR of compound 24 in CDCl3
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Figure B.2 300 MHz 1H NMR of compound 25 in CDCl3
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Figure B.3 75 MHz 13C NMR of compound 25 in CDCl3
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Figure B.4 300 MHz 1H NMR of compound 26 in CDCl3
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Figure B.5 75 MHz 13C NMR of compound 25 in CDCl3
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Figure B.6 300 MHz 1H NMR of compound 33 in CDCl3
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Figure B.7 282 MHz 19F NMR of compound 33 in CDCl3
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Figure B.8 300 MHz 1H NMR of enantiomer of compound 33 in CDCl3
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Figure B.9 282 MHz 19F NMR of enantiomer of compound 33 in CDCl3
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Abstract. Silica colloidal crystals are a new type of media for protein electrophoresis, and they are
assessed for their promise in rapidly measuring aggregation of monoclonal antibodies. The nature of
silica colloidal crystals is described in the context of the need for a high-throughput separation tool for
optimizing the formulations of protein drugs for minimal aggregation. The fundamental relations
between molecular weight and mobility in electrophoresis are used to make a theoretical comparison of
selectivity between gels and colloidal crystals. The results show that the selectivity is similar for these
media, but slightly higher, 10%, for gels, and the velocity is inherently lower than that for gels due to the
smaller free volume fraction. These factors are more than compensated for by lower broadening in
colloidal crystals. These new media give plate heights of only 0.15 μm for the antibody monomer and
0.42 μm for the antibody dimer. The monoclonal antibody is separated from its dimer in 72 s over a
distance of only 6.5 mm. This is ﬁve times faster than size-exclusion chromatography, with more than
tenfold miniaturization, and amenable to parallel separations, all of which are promising for the design of
high-throughput devices for optimizing protein drug formulations.
KEY WORDS: colloidal crystal; electrophoresis; high throughput; miniaturization; monoclonal antibody;
plate height.

INTRODUCTION
The growth of biotechnology in the pharmaceutical
industry has spurred new interest among analytical chemists
for faster characterization of protein heterogeneity. Of the
various undesired forms that an engineered protein can
adopt, aggregation is of particular concern because aggregation occurs spontaneously in the formulated drug, causing
immunogenic response in patients (1). Minimizing formation
of aggregates is an essential step in formulation of protein
drugs, which presently requires extensive trial and error to
identify a matrix that minimizes aggregation over the time
period of storage. Current techniques for characterizing
protein aggregation in trial formulations have low throughput, thus creating a demand for new technology that offers
higher throughput.
Separations are presently the gold standard for characterizing aggregation because the phenomenon of aggregation
necessarily results in a mixture of proteins, and a physical
separation facilitates quantitation of each component. Sizeexclusion chromatography is widely used for such separations, but it is lower in throughput than electrophoresis
because the latter allows multiple samples to be run in
1
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parallel. The material that has dominated electrophoresis
over the past half century is polyacrylamide gel. The reason
why this technique is still low in throughput is that the
separations themselves are slow due to the slow velocities of
the protein zones and the fact that the length needs to be
large to make up for zone broadening.
We are taking a new approach toward speeding up
protein separations, which is to decrease the separation
length drastically by reducing the broadening processes in
the medium. The separations would then be faster because
the length is shorter. The idea is simple: if the medium
imparts little broadening to the zones, then the physical
separation arising from the velocity differences would be
apparent much earlier. The idea is illustrated in Fig. 1, which
uses plate height as the ﬁgure of merit for broadening by the
separation medium. The plate height is the amount of zone
variance, σ2, per separation distance, L.
H¼

σ2
L

ð1Þ

The graphs in Fig. 1 illustrate the essential concept behind
this work: two zones separate over a tenfold shorter length when
the plate height is tenfold smaller. The design of a material with
a smaller plate height would thus give two advantages for
throughput, one being a tenfold shorter separation time,
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Fig. 1. Simulated plots of Gaussian functions vs. separation length to illustrate effect of
plate height, H, on resolution. a For a plate height of 10 μm, the two Gaussians are
unresolved in 1 cm of separation length, but they are baseline resolved in 10 cm. b For a
plate height of 1 μm, the Gaussians are baseline resolved in only 1 cm

assuming that the velocity is not changed by the material, and
the other being a tenfold more compact separation device,
which would facilitate the use of microplate robotics for sample
dispensing.
There are multiple factors that give rise to zone broadening
during electrophoresis. The main cause is the heterogeneity of the
medium. In an electrophoresis gel, the extent of cross-linking is
not perfectly uniform on the microscopic scale, and the resultant
velocity distribution creates a broader zone. Another factor is the
distribution of velocities resulting from variations in viscosity due
to Joule heating from the ionic current through the medium. Joule
heating limits the voltage that can be applied, which slows the
separation. Diffusion of proteins during staining and imaging also
contribute to broadening and add time to the analysis.
In genomic DNA sequencing, capillary gel electrophoresis
signiﬁcantly increased throughput compared to slab gels (2).
Soluble gels are used with this technique, where pores are created
by the use of a concentrated uncharged polymer solution. Effective
pore size is controlled by polymer concentration. Gel-ﬁlled
capillaries inherently avoid the problem of gel heterogeneity
because the polymer is in a homogeneous solution. An additional
advantage is the ability to electromigrate analytes past a UV
detector for quantitative detection and automation. Furthermore,
higher electric ﬁelds increase speed because capillaries can be made
tenfold thinner than gels, e.g., 50 μm i.d. vs. 0.5 mm in thickness,
which dramatically reduces zone broadening compared to slab gels
(3). These factors, combined with the ability to run many capillaries
in parallel, enabled capillaries to replace slab gels in the ﬁrst
sequencing of the human genome (2). This type of advance that
increased throughput in DNA sequencing needs to be made in
protein sizing.
One might think the problem for rapidly sizing proteins
would be solved by adopting capillary gel electrophoresis, yet
capillaries are not widely used for protein separations. The
reason is that another factor besides plate height affects
resolution, which is indicated in the second term of Eq. 2.

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
L=H Δv
Rs ¼
⋅
4
v

ð2Þ

Resolution, Rs, is proportional to the selectivity, Δv/v,
where v is the zone velocity. This equation applies to any
type of separation, showing that both zone sharpness,
described by the ﬁrst term, and selectivity combine to give
resolution, and the two effects are multiplicative. The
limitation of capillary gel electrophoresis is that the
selectivity is much lower because the pores are large.
The lower selectivity has to be compensated by longer
lengths to give the same resolution. The net effect is an
increase by only about a factor of two in overall speed for
capillary gel electrophoresis of proteins (4–6). Selectivity
needs to be combined with a thin, homogeneous medium
for faster resolution.
Nanotechnology has advanced over the same time period
as biotechnology; hence, it is an auspicious time to revisit the
design and development of porous media for protein
separations. To circumvent heterogeneity of the porous
medium for electrophoresis, we use silica colloidal crystals
(7). These materials are comprised of uniformly sized silica
particles (8), which can be anywhere between a few
nanometers to 1,000 nm in diameter. The silica spheres are
arranged to form crystals with a face-center cubic arrangement (9–11). Silica colloidal crystals have been demonstrated
as media for DNA (12,13) and protein electrophoresis
(12,14).
Figure 2a shows an SEM image of a silica colloidal
crystal formed inside of a microchannel by 470-nm silica
particles. The image shows the expected crystal faces of the
face-centered cubic lattice. Such high-quality colloidal crystals
have been made over wide areas (13,15). The order
represented in Fig. 2a extends the 2-cm length of the channel
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Fig. 2. Formats of colloidal crystals used for electrophoresis. a SEM image of channel cross section
showing high crystallinity. Image from Birdsall and Wirth, permission requested, © 2013 Wiley-VCH
Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim. b SEM image of the top of the colloidal crystal in the channel,
showing ordered arrangement of silica spheres. The expanded view shows the pores formed among the
spheres. c Photograph of a set of parallel channels, which are 2 cm in length. d Photograph of the end of a
capillary packed with colloidal crystals, with SEM image superimposed to show polycrystalline packing,
taken from Wei et al. (16) with permission, Copyright © 2012, American Chemical Society

in the device shown in Fig. 2c. Figure 2b shows an SEM image
of the top surface of the colloidal crystal, which has the
characteristic hexagonal geometry of the [111] crystal face.
Pores for sieving exist everywhere where particles meet, and
one can see from the expanded view in the inset of Fig. 2b
that these pores are tens of nanometers, which are suitable
for sieving or the size exclusion of proteins. Colloidal crystal
can also be formed in capillaries (17–20), and Fig. 2d shows a
photograph of a capillary packed with a silica colloidal crystal,
along with an SEM image of the same capillary. The
opalescence owes to the lattice spacing being on the order
of the wavelength of light. Gem opals are also comprised of
colloidal silica in face-centered cubic lattices, giving similar
SEM images (21). The color is shifted when the index of
refraction of the medium changes, and this so-called photonic
effect is a means of detecting biomolecules without labeling
(22), which might be useful in optimizing formulations.
The purpose of this work is to model an electrophoretic
separation of a monoclonal antibody and its dimer using data
and equations from the literature, and to carry out such a
separation using a silica colloidal crystal for which the
particle diameter is selected based on the modeling. Sodium
dodecyl sulfate (SDS) denaturing is used to impart a charge
on the monoclonal antibodies, which is necessary because
these proteins typically have pI values near neutral pH.
Covalent aggregation is ubiquitous for monoclonal antibodies due to scrambling of disulﬁde bonds. The technology

would be applicable to characterizing covalent aggregates
since SDS breaks up noncovalent aggregates. The plate
height will be measured to assess speed and miniaturization.

METHODS
A sample of pharmaceutical-grade monoclonal antibody,
obtained from Eli Lilly, had gone through drug development
but is no longer an active candidate. The antibody was
labeled with AlexaFluor 546 (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA)
according to the vendor’s instructions. The antibody had
been given a 10-min heat treatment at 75°C to promote
aggregate formation, and size-exclusion chromatography
conﬁrmed that a small amount of dimer was formed. A
concentration of 0.5 mg/mL was prepared in SDS and
electrophoresis buffer, as described earlier (12,14).
Uniform nonporous silica particles were obtained from
Fiber Optic Center (New Bedford, MA); these were calcined
and annealed as described previously (14). The silica surfaces
were chemically modiﬁed to bear linear polyacrylamide
chains, which were grown from the surface by using surfaceinitiated atom-transfer radical transfer polymerization (23).
The material thus mimics a polyacrylamide gel, but is thinner
and more homogeneous. The details of how to prepare the
silica colloidal crystal in capillaries have been published (16),
as well as the details of how to perform electrophoresis (14).
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Fig. 3. Electrophoresis data for four proteins using a silica colloidal crystal as the medium. Proteins A–D
are lysozyme, trypsin inhibitor, carbonic anhydrase, and bovine serum albumin, respectively. a
Electropherogram of the proteins, with data points (circles), and a ﬁt to four Gaussians (line). b Plot of
electrophoresis data using Eq. 3. Pore radius is indicated by ξ. Both panels are adapted from Birdsall et al.
(14) with permission requested, © 2013 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Electrophoresis results reported recently by our group (14)
are analyzed further here to understand how these materials can
be used to study aggregation of monoclonal antibodies. Figure 3a
shows an electropherogram, where a silica colloidal crystal made
of a particle 483 nm in diameter was used for electrophoresis of
lysozyme (14.7 kDa), trypsin inhibitor (20 kDa), carbonic
anhydrase (29 kDa), and bovine serum albumin (67 kDa). The
electropherogram shows narrow zones as the proteins
electromigrate past a ﬁxed detection point, which was only
4 mm from the injection point. The zones broaden as protein
size increases. This is typical behavior for electrophoresis, where
plate height increases with protein radius. The plate heights were
not calculated in the original work, but are essential in the context
of the present work, and thus are calculated here: the plate
heights increase in the order 0.33, 1.0, 1.6, and 3.3 μm for the
smallest to the largest protein. These are all smaller than the
typical plate height of 10 μm for medium-sized proteins in gels
(24). The unusually small plate heights demonstrate that the silica
colloidal crystals are promising for miniaturization. Figure 3b
shows a plot of molecular weight vs. normalized migration rate
through the medium. The shape of the curve is similar to such
curves for gel electrophoresis, where the mobility goes to zero
when the molecular weight exceeds the pore size, and the velocity
is no longer dependent on molecular weight when the protein
radius becomes negligible in size compared to the pore radius.
The solid curve is a plot of the predicted migration rate using
Eq. 3, which was derived from ﬁrst principles (14), and each
parameter was independently characterized.


μ
ξ−R 2
¼ε
ð3Þ
μ0
ξ
The mobility, μ, in the medium is normalized to the mobility
in free solution, μ0, which was measured by open capillary
electrophoresis. The pore radius, ξ, and porosity, ε, were
independently determined from ﬂow rate measurements. The
protein radius is presented by R. Since velocity is proportional to
mobility, then Δμ/<μ>, is equivalent to the ratio Δv/<v> used in

Eq. 2 for expressing selectivity. The important outcome is that we
can use Eq. 3 to predict the selectivity, Δμ/<μ>, for other
proteins, i.e., monoclonal antibodies and aggregates, and other
pore radii that are more optimal for the larger proteins.
For comparison of selectivity with gels, the theoretical
treatment by Kopecka et al. (25) provides an equation to
describe gel electrophoresis.

 !
μ
π Rþr 2
ð4Þ
¼ exp −
μ0
4
ξ

Fig. 4. Gel electropherogram of a monoclonal antibody initially (lane 4)
and after storage (lanes 5–9). The size standards are shown in lane 2. The
ﬁgure is adapted from Mahler et al. (26) with permission requested, ©
2013 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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Fig. 5. Comparison of selectivity for gels and colloidal crystals in protein electrophoresis. a
Data points (red circles) for the size standards of the gel in Fig. 4 and ﬁt to Eq. 4 (red line).
Plot of Eq. 3 (blue line, blue circles). b Theoretical plots for gel (red line) and colloidal
crystal (blue line) for pore sizes optimized for resolving an antibody from its dimer. In both
panels, the antibody molecular weight (MW) (150 kDa) and its dimer MW (300 kDa) are
indicated by the dotted lines

In this equation, r is the radius of the gel ﬁbers, e.g., the
polyacrylamide chains, and the other terms have the same
meanings as for Eq. 3. To demonstrate that Eq. 4 is valid, data
from the literature are used. Figure 4 shows a separation of a
monoclonal antibody and its aggregates and fragments by gel
electrophoresis, published by Mahler et al. (26). The image
illustrates the beneﬁt of gel electrophoresis: a wide range of
molecular weights is separated, and many lanes can be run
simultaneously. The ﬁrst lane, which has the size standards,
allows one to identify the antibody, which is the most intense

band in the subsequent lanes. In the subsequent lanes, the
aggregates of the antibody are visible at higher molecular
weight, and fragments are visible at lower molecular weights.
The data for the size standards are analyzed here by Eq. 4,
and the results are plotted in Fig. 5a. The data in red are for
the gel, and the curve is from Eq. 4, with r and ξ adjusted for
best ﬁt.
Figure 5a also uses Eq. 3 for colloidal crystals to make a
comparison of selectivity, which is the blue curve. The circles
show the theoretical positions of the same size standards for
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Fig. 6. a Plot of both selectivity (solid line) and relative mobility (dotted line) as a function
of pore radius to show the trade-off. b Plot of plate height vs. the square of the broadening
function of Eq. 5 for a pore radius of 27 nm. The line is least-square ﬁts of data points

comparison. The mobility was divided by porosity to make
the x-axes coincide. The graph reveals that the selectivity is
similar for the gel and the colloidal crystal, with selectivity
being somewhat higher for the gel.
The two equations allow a theoretical comparison
between a gel and a colloidal crystal when each have a pore
size better suited for resolving a monoclonal antibody from its
dimer with higher velocity. The resulting plot is in Fig. 5b,
where the pore sizes were adjusted to give the same velocity
for the dimer. The comparison shows that the gel has a 10%
higher selectivity. This is a small difference, but it seems
surprising that the disordered gel would give higher selectivity. The underlying reason is that the pore size distribution
enables the gel to separate a wider range of proteins, which
translates to a smaller slope in log(MW) vs. mobility. The
analysis shows that the colloidal crystal is a reasonable
substitution for the gel from the standpoint of selectivity.
Since the goal is high throughput, the velocities must also
be considered. In Fig. 5, the plots were made with respect to

“relative mobility,” which is the normalized mobility divided
by the porosity. The porosity is not known for the gel, but it is
likely close to unity since the polyacrylamide ﬁbers probably
take up much less of a negligible volume fraction of the gel.
In fact, the best ﬁt of the data for the size standards gave a
ﬁber radius of zero. For the colloidal crystal, the porosity is
0.2, and the porosity is inherently low because the silica
particles take up most of the volume. What this means in
practice is that the absolute velocity in the colloidal crystal
will be about ﬁvefold lower than that of a gel. The colloidal
crystal thus has two problems to overcome: somewhat smaller
selectivity and a much lower velocity. These limitations can
potentially be overcome by a much smaller plate height.
In choosing the particle diameter for the colloidal crystal,
one must consider the trade-off between speed and selectivity.
To elaborate, Eq. 3 shows that selectivity is enhanced by having
the pore size closer to the protein size, but the equation also
shows that the electrophoretic mobility is slowed as the pore size
approaches the protein size. Equation 3 can be used to examine
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the trade-off between speed and selectivity to select an optimal
pore size. A plot of both selectivity and speed with respect to
pore size was made by use of Eq. 3 and is given in Fig. 6a. The
plot reveals that selectivity drops sublinearly whereas speed
goes up nearly linearly until the pore radius exceeds 30 nm.
These considerations would suggest a pore radius of 30 nm to be
a good compromise.
Zone broadening is also a consideration in selecting pore
size since the plate height increases strongly with protein size
for a given pore size. Such behavior indicates that there is a
pore size distribution. One can model the dependence of
plate height on protein radius by introducing a stochastic
variable, ξ′, to account for random changes in pore radius,
and relating this to changes in μ. Adding ξ′ to ξ in Eq. 3 and
then differentiating mobility with respect to ξ′ gives a simple
relation when ξ>>R>>ξ′.


∂ μ=μ0
∂ξ0

 
2R
¼ε 2
ξ

ð5Þ

Since this variation in mobility with pore size would be
proportional to zone width, then its square would be
proportional to plate height. If the pore size distribution is
the origin of the broadening, and the pore size variations are
small, then plate height should be proportional to R2. Such a
plot is given in Fig. 6b, where the least squares ﬁt shows good
agreement, and the intercept is zero. Extrapolating to higher
molecular weights gives calculated plate heights of 9, 20, and
32 μm for monomer, dimer, and trimer of a monoclonal
antibody. For detecting aggregation of antibodies, larger
pores are needed.
We chose 1,000 nm as the particle diameter, which is
twice that of the 500-nm particles that gave the pore radius of
27 nm. One cannot assume the new pore radius is also twice
as large because the polymer chains grow longer in larger
pores. We perform electrophoresis to determine whether
small plate heights are now observable for monoclonal
antibodies and aggregates. Figure 7a shows an image from
the separation of a monoclonal antibody and its dimer. The
brighter monomer peak is separated from the dimer peak
over a length of only 6.5 mm and in a time of only 72 s. Based
on Gaussian ﬁts of the two zones, the calculated plate heights
are 0.15 and 0.42 μm for the monomer and dimer, respectively. These extremely low plate heights are extraordinary
for monoclonal antibodies in any type of separation. Wider
pore gels have been used to separate monomers from dimers
of monoclonal antibodies, but the broadening is severe (27).
Figure 7b shows a plot of the packed capillary electrophoresis
data of Fig. 7a, where a ﬁxed detection position of 0.65 cm
was used and the intensity was monitored vs. time to generate
an electropherogram. For comparison, Fig. 7c shows a
chromatogram from size-exclusion chromatography for the
same sample. The resolution is similar, slightly higher for
electrophoresis, but the time scale for electrophoresis is
ﬁvefold shorter. Both separations show primarily the monomer and dimer peaks. There is evidence for a large aggregate
in the electrophoresis data. Both show evidence of species
with smaller molecular weight, but more precisely controlled
samples will need to be studied as well as a variety of particle
sizes, to learn what additional information is obtainable. The

Fig. 7. Separation of monoclonal antibody monomer and dimer. a
False-color ﬂuorescence image of antibody followed by its dimer as they
electromigrate in SDS and buffer through a 100-μm-i.d. capillary packed
with silica colloidal crystal and reach a separation length of 6.5 mm in
72 s. b Time trace of the same separation as in panel a. c Size-exclusion
chromatogram of the same protein sample as in panels a and b

ﬁvefold higher speed in separating monomer from dimer,
combined with the present commercial capability of running
24 capillaries simultaneously in electrophoresis, promises
higher throughput for assessing aggregation of monoclonal
antibodies in the optimization of formulations.
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CONCLUSIONS
Silica colloidal crystals are an emerging material for fast
separations of monoclonal antibodies and aggregates. The
uniformity of the material allows a much smaller footprint and
a higher speed. With the tiny separation lengths of less than
1 cm, the media could be patterned for direct compatibility with
the robotics of 96-well plates for high throughput. The results
presented here use SDS-denatured protein, which assesses
covalent aggregates, which are arguably more deleterious than
noncovalent aggregates. Further studies are needed to address
native electrophoresis for assessing noncovalent aggregates.
The silica colloidal crystal makes it easy to control pore size for
sieving large proteins with minimal broadening. Larger particles
could be used, in principle, to assess even larger aggregates. The
remaining issues for reduction to practice are the design of such
devices and label-free detection.
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